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Homological algebra is the part of category theory that deals with the 
breakdown of exactness. This subject can trace its heritage to the 
topological work of Riemann and Poincare. It was born in the early 
part of the decade 1940-50, and it reached maturity in 1956-the 
publication date of Cartan and Eilenberg’s book “Homological Algebra.” 
Homological algebra has led to important developments in many areas of 
pure mathematics: number theory, algebraic geometry, and several 
complex variables, to mention a few. However, the earliest applications 
of homological methods to algebra were in the theory of rings, and it is 
this field above all others that has been most enriched in the past 25 
years by these new ideas. Our purpose in this paper is to expose one 
small facet of the interplay between homology and ring theory. 
The principal subject of this work is the cohomology of Boolean 
rings. From some points of view, Boolean rings are trivial. Indeed, the 
first two papers that applied homological algebra to Boolean rings 
established one aspect of this triviality. Around 1956, Auslander [2] 
and Harada [20] independently showed that a Von Neumann regular 
ring has weak dimension zero. In particular, Boolean rings have trivial 
homology. The discovery that the cohomology of Boolean rings is 
distinctly non-trivial was therefore somewhat surprising. The first good 
evidence that these rings are cohomologically interesting appeared in 
Pierce’s paper [36], where it was shown that the global dimension of 
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the free Boolean ring with N, generators is exactly n + 1. (It was implicit 
in earlier results of Auslander [l] that this global dimension could not be 
larger than n + 1.) Osofsky in [34] g ave a substantial generalization of 
Pierce’s result. She showed that any ring which contains an independent, 
commuting set of X, idempotents must have global dimension at least 
n + I. More important however, she developed a powerful inductive 
method that gave lower bounds for the projective dimensions of certain 
ideals in arbitrary rings. 
This is an expository paper. It includes proofs of many theorems that 
are similar to (and sometimes identical with) results in the mathematical 
literature. In several places (notably, Sections 4, 8, 9, and lo), we have 
given fresh proofs of known facts; hopefully these proofs are simpler 
than the original arguments. Theorem 6.9 seems to be new, both in 
its content and the method used in its proof. Several other results in 
the paper are modest generalizations or novel formulations of known 
theorems, for example, 2.3, 3.3, 5.5, 6.5, 10.7, and 10.12. Section 11 
contains unpublished material on the global dimensions of Boolean rings. 
However, for the most part, the theorems of this section are obtained 
through routine applications of standard results. 
A descriptive outline of the paper follows. Section 1 introduces the 
standard tools of homological algebra that are needed throughout the 
paper. The principal objects of interest are introduced in Section 2. 
These are the functors ExtRn(J, *), where J is a left ideal of R that is 
generated by commuting idempotents. Section 3 could appropriately be 
subtitled “How to recognize a projective ideal;” this phrase aptly 
describes the content of this section. In the fourth section, we get to 
the central business of the paper. A convenient projective resolution 
of idempotent generated ideals is defined and studied. This resolution- 
a modification of the well known Koszul complex-was first used in [36] 
for Boolean rings, and later generalized to arbitrary rings by Osofsky in 
[34]. The development given here makes use of a local chain homotopy 
map, an approach that seems more natural than the ad hoc constructions 
in [34] and [36]. Section 5 is devoted to proving the Dimension Reduction 
Theorem, using techniques introduced in [34]. The sixth section applies 
this reduction theorem to find the dimensions of ideals that are generated 
in special ways. This section is perhaps the high point of the paper. 
Sections 7 and 8 deal with the behavior of the global dimension of rings 
under the formations of homomophic images, products, and subrings. 
In particular, Section 8 provides a connected account of part of an 
important recent paper of Raynaud and Grusson [37]. Most of the ninth 
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section is occupied with proofs of two remarkable theorems due to 
Efimov [8, 9, 111 concerning the existence of independent elements in 
Boolean rings. The corollary of Efimov’s results that appears as 9.9 is 
the most general theorem on the global dimension of Boolean rings. 
Section 10 develops algebraic analogs of theorems about continuous 
images of product spaces. These spaces correspond to subrings of 
coproducts of Boolean rings. The developments in this section lean 
heavily on the paper [12] of Engelking, which in turn is based on the 
work of Esenin-Volpin, Efimov, Hewitt, Marczewski, and Pondiczery. 
The final section gives fairly sharp estimates of the global dimensions 
of rings in the following classes: Boolean rings that satisfy the countable 
chain condition; subrings of free Boolean rings; complete Boolean rings; 
Boolean rings with ordered bases; and superatomic Boolean rings. 
NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Set theory. We will use the theory of sets informally, including the 
axiom of choice. Our notation will be standard, with a couple of excep- 
tions that are described below. In particular, IZI stands for the empty set, 
C and 2 represent set inclusion, while C and 3 are reserved for strict 
inclusion. 
Ordinal numbers will be denoted by the Greek letters 5, r), 5, p, Y, 
and w. Following modern usage, an ordinal number is a set .$ such that 
r] E: 5 implies r,~ C 5, and E well orders 5. Thus, each ordinal number is 
the set of all smaller ordinal numbers, under the well ordering defined 
by E. The B ordering of ordinals will usually be denoted by <. Cardinal 
numbers are those ordinal numbers that are not equipotent to any smaller 
ordinal number. It is a well known consequence of the axiom of choice 
that every set K is equipotent to a unique cardinal number, which we 
denote by j K I, and call the cardinality of K. The finite ordinals and 
cardinals coincide; they are denoted by 0, 1, 2 ,..., i ,..., j ,..,, m,..., n ,.... 
The infinite cardinal numbers are represented as usual by N, , N, , N, ,.-., 
x n ,-**, N E ,.... The unadorned Hebrew letter K will be used to designate 
an arbitrary infinite cardinal number. For the sake of emphasis, we will 
use the symbol wc instead of N, when this object is to be considered as a 
set, rather than a measure of magnitude. In particular, the ordered set 
of all finite ordinals will be denoted by w0 , or more often just w. The 
symbol cc will be used occasionally. It is to be interpreted as the name 
of an element adjoined to o in order to get a complete chain. 
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The following notation will be used often. Let K be any set. For 
n < w, w, and co, define 
[KJ” = {L: L 2 K, 1 L 1 = n} (in particular, [K]O = { ,@}), 
[Klw = {L: L _C K, 1 L I < No}, 
[K]m = {L: L _c K}. 
In other words, [K]“o is the power set of K; this is consistent but not 
standard notation. Another slightly unorthodox expression will be used 
for typographical reasons; we will write exp H (instead of 2x) to represent 
IW I* 
One really deep theorem of combinatorial set theory will be needed 
several times in the following sections. 
ERD~S-RADO PARTITION THEOREM. Let W = UucLI -% , and 
suppose that x is an injinite cardinal number such that 1 U ( < N and 
1 K j > exp K. Then there exists L C K with j L / > K, such that [L12 _C X,, 
for some u E U. 
This theorem is a special case of Theorem 39 in [13]. 
Many of the theorems of this paper are proved with the help of the 
generalized continuum hypothesis exp x3, = ~~+i . In this case, the 
expression (GCH) will precede the statement of the result. The use of 
GCH in our work is not just a convenience. As Osofsky has pointed out 
(and as we will see in 11.5), the global dimension of many rings depends 
on the value of 1z in a relation of the form exp K, = N, . Thus, the 
dimension of certain rings cannot be decided within the framework of 
Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory, unless an additional axiom is used. The 
most natural candidate for this extra axiom would seem to be GCH. An 
interesting discussion of this point can be found in [34]. 
Ordered sets will often be used in our work. Usually the orderings are 
total, but sometimes not. In any case, all orderings are represented by 
the same relation symbols < and > when equality is allowed, and < 
and > when the inequality is supposed to be strict. If K is an ordered set, 
then the dual of K is represented by K*. As sets, K and K* are identical, 
but their orderings are reversed: k < 1 in K if and only if 1 < k in K*. 
Category theory. Only the most basic concepts of category theory 
occur in this paper: morphisms, functors, natural transformations, 
products, coproducts, direct and inverse systems, and their limits. It is 
assumed that these notions are familiar. The symbols fl and u are used 
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to denote products and coproducts respectively. Inverse and direct 
limits are represented by &IJ and l&. If R is any ring, the expression 
R-mod (mod-R) stands for the category of all left (right) R-modules and 
their homomorphisms. The category of abelian groups is representedbyab. 
Rings and modules. All rings considered in this paper are associative, 
and they have an identity element 1. In the first eight sections, the rings 
are not assumed to be commutative unless this hypothesis is explicitly 
made. The letter S will usually stand for a Boolean ring, which of course 
implies that it is commutative. In Sections 9 through 11, only Boolean 
rings will be discussed. The familiar notation Z(R) will be used for the 
center of the ring R. 
All of the modules that occur in this paper are assumed to be unital. 
The term “R-module” refers to a left R-module, and “ideal” means left 
ideal; right modules, and right or two-sided ideals will be so designated. 
The notation J (or AR) denoting A, considered as a left R-module 
(respectively, right R-module) will be used for clarity when A is a module 
over more than one ring. 
The sum of two submodules A and B of a larger module is denoted by 
A + B. More generally, CksK A, represents the sum of the set (Ak : 
K E K) of submodules. The direct sum of two modules A and B is 
written A @ B, and similar notation is used for any finite direct sum. 
However, direct sums of (possibly) infinite sets of modules are expressed 
by the coproduct notation UkeR A, . As usual, 0 denotes several logically 
distinct entities: the zero module, the zero element in any ring or 
module, and the number 0. 
If S is a commutative ring, then max S represents the set of all 
maximal proper ideals of S. Finally, Z denotes the ring of rational 
integers, and Q the field of rational numbers. 
Boolean rings. A Boolean ring S is an associative ring with 1 in which 
every element is idempotent. An easy calculation shows that S is neces- 
sarily commutative, and e + e = 0 for every e E S. We will only be 
interested in nontrivial Boolean rings, that is, rings such that 1 # 0; 
it will be assumed without mention that this condition holds. 
Every Boolean ring is also a lattice with respect to the ordering defined 
by: e <f+ ef = e. The greatest lower bound of arbitrary elements e 
and f is ef; their least upper bound is e v f = e + f - ef. As a lattice, 
every Boolean ring is distributive and complemented, with the comple- 
ment of an element e given by 1 - e. Conversely, every complemented, 
distributive lattice is a Boolean ring with e + f = e( 1 - fl v f (1 - e). 
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The smallest (nontrivial) Boolean ring is 2, , the two element field. 
As is well known, Z, is the unique subdirectly irreducible Boolean ring; 
hence, it is the building block of the equational theory of Boolean rings. 
A subset E of a Boolean ring S is called disjointed if ef = 0 for every 
pair of different elements e and f from E. 
If R is an arbitrary nontrivial ring, we define a sub-Boolean ying of R 
to be a subset S _C R such that: 
(1) OESand 1 ES; 
(2) ifeES,thene2=e; 
(3) if e, f E S, then ef = fe E S; 
(4) if e E S, then 1 - e E S. 
In general, S is not a subring of R. However, S is a Boolean ring with 
addition defined by the “symmetric difference” e @f = e + f - 2ef = 
1 - ((1 - 4 -f)) (1 -f(l - e))), an multiplication borrowed from d 
R. Any set of commuting idempotents in a ring R generates a smallest 
sub-Boolean ring of R. In particular, this is true for any set of idempotent 
elements in Z(R). 
1. BACKGROUND 
Let A, B, and C be left R-modules. A sequence of homomorphisms 
A --fn B -+e C is exact if the image of 01 coincides with the kernel of 8, 
symbolically, Im (Y = Ker /3. Exactness of longer sequences of homo- 
morphisms is defined in a similar way. A functor from R-mod to ab is 
called exact if it transforms exact sequences to exact sequences. The 
most interesting functors however are only half-exact: 8 is left (right) 
exact if O+ BA+ 8B+ K’ (0A -+ 8B + ec -+ 0) is exact for every 
short exact sequence 0 -+ A --t B --f C + 0. 
For any half-exact functor, exactness of a sort can be recovered by 
the introduction of a sequence of new functors. These have the effect 
of transforming a short exact sequence into a long exact sequence. The 
complete statement of this fact is the content of the following 
“Fundamental Theorem of Homological Algebra.” 
1 .l THEOREM. Let 0 be an additive, left exact functor from R-mod 
to ab. Then there is a family {IF: n < W] of additive functors from R-mod 
to ab, and a class 
{SEn E Homz(P(C), &-t-l(A)): n < w, E = (0 + A + B -+ C -+ 0) exact}, 
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such that: 
(1) 80 is naturally equivalent to 8; 
(2) for every short exact sequence E = (0 + A + B --t C --F 0), the 
positive sequence 0 -+ P(A) + P(B) + IF(C) -3 P(A) -+ ..a + @(A) + 
B”(B) --+ @‘YC) --N @+‘(A) ---t * * - is exact, where So = 6,O and 6” = 6,“; 
(3) @9.&V dfi e nes a fun&w from the category of short exact 
sequences over R-mod to the category of positive exact sequences over ab; 
(4) if I) E R-mod is injective, and n > 0, then @(II) = 0. The 
properties (1) through (4) determine the functors 8” up to natural equivalence. 
Specifically, any natural transformation (equivalence) of functors 8, + e2 
induces a natural transformation (equivalence) of ({Oln}, {&}) to ({Ozn>, 
{S&J), so that 
4(A) - edA) 
1 1 
ho(A) - %“(A) 
commutes for all A E R-mod. 
There is a modified version of 1.1 for right exact functors (positive 
sequence + negative sequence, and injective module + projective 
module), and contravariant functors can be treated by composing them 
with the opposite functor. Moreover, the category R-mod can be replaced 
in 1.1 by any abelian category with injectives (projectives in the right 
exact and contravariant cases). The proof of 1.1 and its various general- 
izations can be found in most standard reference works on homological 
algebra or category theory, for instance [27] and [32]. 
In the applications of homological algebra to ring theory, three choices 
of 8 are important: Hom,(A, *), Hom,(*, B), and C BR *, where 
A and B are fixed left R-modules, and C is a fixed right-R-module. 
The corresponding derived functors 0% are denoted by Ext,“(A, *), 
ExtRn(*, B), and Tor,s(C, *). As this notation suggests, the group 
Ext,“(A, B) is the same (up to isomorphism) whether it is considered as 
the value at B of the derived functor of Hom,(A, *), or the value at A 
of the derived functor of Hom,(*, B). The equivalence of these functors 
can be deduced from 1.1 without difficulty. 
A convenient numerical measure of the inexactness of a functor 8 is 
supin < w: 19 # 0} ( w h ere the supremum is 00 if this set of integers 
is unbounded). For the functors Hom,(A, *), Hom,(*, B), and C BR *, 
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these numbers are called the projective dimension of A, the injective 
dimension of B, and the weak dimension of C. In particular, when these 
dimensions are zero, that is, when Hom,(A, *), Hom,(*, B), and 
COR * are exact functors, then A is projective, B is injective, and C is 
j-lat. In this paper, our main concern is the projective dimension of 
left modules. 
1.2 DEFINITION. Let A be a left R-module. The (projective) 
dimension of A is 
dim A = sup{n < w: Ext&4, B) # 0 for some B E R-mod}. 
The (left) global dimension of R is 
gl. dim R = sup{dim A; A E R-mod}. 
In particular, dim A = 0 if and only if A is projective. There are 
several alternative characterizations of projective modules. 
1.3 PROPOSITION. For an R-module P, the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) P is projective; 
(2) ifO+A+B+P-+Oisexact,thenB~A@P; 
(3) P is a direct summand of a free module. 
Proof. (1) implies (2). Th e exact sequence 0 -+ A += B +@ P + 0 
induces Hom(P, B) -+ Hom(P, P) --+ 0 by y ---t /3y, which is exact since 
P is assumed to be projective. In particular, y E Hom(P, B) exists, so 
that /3r is the identity endomorphism of P. It follows easily that B = 
Imol@Imy~A@P. 
(2) implies (3). Th ere is an exact sequence 0 + A -+ F -+ P -+ 0 
with F free. Therefore, (2) implies F E A @ P. 
(3) implies (1). Standard calculations show that the functors 
Hom,(ukeK A, , *) and nIksK HomR(A, , *) are naturally equivalent, 
and that Hom,(R, *) is naturally equivalent to the forgetful functor 
R-mod -+ ab. These observations imply that free modules are projective, 
and direct summands of projective modules are projective. Thus, (1) is a 
consequence of (3). 
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1.4 PROPOSITION. Let 0 + A + B --t C ---t 0 be exact. Then 
dim B < max{dim A, dim C>, 
and equality holds except possibly in. the case that dim C = dim A + 1. 
Proof. If D E R-mod, then 
Ext;+'(C, D) + Ext;+‘(B, D) -+ Ext:+‘(A, D) 
is exact, so that if max{dim A, dim C} < n, then dim B < n. If dim C = n 
and dim A > n, then for any m > n and D E R-mod, the sequence 
ExtRm(B, D) + ExtRm(A, D) -+ 0 is exact. Hence, dim B > dim A. If 
dimA=nanddimC>n+l,thenforanym>n+landDER-mod 
the sequence 0 -+ Ext,m(C, D) --t Ext,“(B, D) is exact. Therefore, 
dim B > dim C. 
It is usually impossible to determine the structure of the groups 
Ext,“(A, B), so that dimensions of modules generally cannot be found 
by a straighaorward application of Definition 1.2. In the remainder of 
this section, we describe three of the basic tools that are used to circum- 
vent this difficulty. 
1.5 PROPOSITION. Let the sequence of R-modules 
(1) O~B-tP,~P,_,~...~P,-tP,~A~O 
be exact. Assume that PI , Pz ,..., P, are projective. Then dim A < n 
if and only if B is projective. 
Proof. If n = 0, the sequence reduces to 0 + B --f A + 0, that is 
B E A. The assertion is clear in this case. Proceeding by induction with 
n > 1, we split (1) by introducing A, = Im(Pa + PJ = Ker(P, + A). 
Then the sequences 0 --j. B + P,+ P,-l+ *.*+P,-+A,-tO and O+ 
A, ---t PI --f A -+ 0 are exact. By the induction hypothesis, dim A, < 
n - 1 if and only if B is projective, and by 1.4, dim A < n if and only 
ifdimA,<n- 1. 
The next result is due to M. Auslander [ 11. To facilitate its formulation, 
we introduce a new term. This notion will be used frequently in the 
following sections. 
1.6 DEFINITION. Let K be a set. A ladder in K is a well ordered set 
{L, : [ < p} of subsets of K such that: 
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(1) <<q <pimpliesLfCL,; 
(2) if 7 < p is a limit ordinal, then L, = (JECn L, . 
1.7 PROPOSITION. Let A be an R-module. Suppose that there is a 
ladder {B, : 5 < t.~} in A such that: 
(1) B,isasubmoduleofAforall[<~; 
(2) B, = 0 and B,, = A; 
(3) dim BE+lIBC < n for all 5 < CL. 
Then dim A < n. 
Proof. If n = co, the re is nothing to show, so that we can argue by 
induction on n. If n = 0, then each B,+,/B, is projective. It follows 
from 1.3 that B,,, g B, @ B,+,/B, . Using 1.6 (2) and 1.7 (2), an 
inductive argument gives A G U,,,(B,+,/B,), so that A is projective. 
For the induction step, let {x, : a E A} be a set of independent generators 
of a free R-module F, that is, F = J&,A Rx, . Let 01: F---f A be the 
epimorphism defined by (I = a. Denote F, = Ca6BC Rx, , and 
CE = F, n Ker a. Then {C, : 5 < p} is a ladder of submodules in Ker 01 
with C, = 0, C, = Ker 01. A simple check shows that the exact sequence 
0 - C,,, - FE+~ - B,,, - 0 induces an exact sequence 0 - CE+JCS -+ 
F6,,/F, + B,,,IB, + 0. Since F,,,/F, g ~~B~+,-8p Rx, is free, it 
follows from 1.3 and 1.4 that dim C,+,/C, < n - 1. By the induction 
hypothesis, dim Ker 01 < n - 1. Thus, dim A < n by 1.4 again. 
1.8 COROLLARY. gl. dim R = sup(dim RI J: J = left ideal of R}. 
Proof. If A E R-mod, then transfinite induction constructs a ladder 
{B, : f < PL) of submodules of A such that B, = 0, B, = A, and 
B,,,IB, is cyclic for all 5 < p. Since every cyclic module is isomorphic 
to R/J for a suitable left ideal J, it follows that dim A < sup{dim R/J: 
J = left ideal of R). Th e opposite inequality is obvious. 
The most important result of this section is a theorem of Kaplansky, 
that describes the gross structure of projective modules [24]. Simply 
stated, Kaplansky’s theorem is that every projective module is a direct 
sum of countably generated projective modules. However, a more 
elaborate version of this result is needed in our work. 
1.9 PROPOSITION. Let P be a projective R-module, and suppose that 
{ak : k E K} is a set of generators of P. Then there is a mapping P: [Klw ---f 
[K]“o such that: 
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(1) LCKimpliesLClTL; 
(2) ;f {Le : g E G} C [K]“, then P(&o LB) = UPS PL, ; 
(3) lTL = l’?L for all L E [KImi 
(4) r0 = 0; 
(5) if IL1 - L, 1 < n, , then 1 z-x, - rL, 1 < N, ; 
(6) if PL = L, then P, = J& Ra, is a direct summand of P. 
Proof. Let F be the free R-module with the independent generating 
set (x, : K E K), that is, F = UkeX Rx,. Define the homomorphism 
y,c:F-tR by ~rc(Cr,xt) =rlc. Let 0~: F -+ P be the epimorphism 
defined by a(xk) = ak . Since P is projective, there is a monomorphism 
/I: P-F such that afl = 1, , the identity mapping of P. Let p = 
/3a:F-+F. Thenpa=p,andF=P,@Q,,whereP,=pFandQ,= 
(1 - p)F. For each K E K, denote d(K) = {Z E K: y&3ak) # 0) u {A}, 
and 4) = UkeL d(R). Finally, define I’L = Urr+, An(L), where 
do(L) = L, Al(L) = d(L), d2(L) = d(dL),.... It follows directly from 
these definitions that P satisfies (I), (2), (3), and (4). Moreover, d(K) 
is finite, and so is d”(k) by induction on n. Thus, P(K) is countable 
for all K E K, so that property (5) follows from (2). Finally, suppose 
that PL = L. Write FL for &EL Rx. Then pF, c FL . In fact, if k EL, 
then {I E K: yrpxk # 0) 2 d(k) c AL C PL = L, so that pxk E FL . It 
follows that FL = FL n PI @FL n Qr , because if c E FL , then c = 
pc + (1 - p)c, with pc E FL n PI and (1 - p)c = c - pc E FL n Q1 . 
Consequently, F/F, z P,/(F, n PI) @Ql/(FL n Q1), and P,/(F, n PI) 
is projective. Finally, /3 maps P isomorphically onto PI , and FL n PI = 
pFL = ,kI(&‘J = jlPL . This shows that P/P= E P,/(F, n PI) is projec- 
tive, so that P‘ is a direct summand of P. 
1.10 COROLLARY. Let P be a projective R-module, and suppose that 
{ak : k E K) is a set of generators of P. Then there is a ladder {L, : f < pj 
inKsuchthatL,=0,L,=K, /L,+,-LL,I<~,forall~<p,and 
p, = cs<c Ra, is a direct summand of P for all 6 < p. 
Proof. By transfinite induction, construct a ladder (LE : .$ < p} in 
K satisfying Lo = 0, L, = K, and L,, = f(Lp v (kj) for t < p, where 
P is the mapping defined in 1.9, and k is an arbitrary element of K - L, . 
Clearly, FL, = L, for all 5 < p. By 1.9, this ladder has the required 
properties. 
A few properties of the tensor product will be used in Sections 7 and 8. 
These are summarized without proofs in 1.11 and 1.12. 
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1.11 PROPOSITION. If A is the limit of the direct system (A, : g E G) 
of left R-modules, and a. B is a right R-module, then B OR A is the limit 
of the direct system {B OR A, : g E G}. (See [5], p. 99.) 
It follows from 1.11 that B is flat if and only if B OR * is exact on the 
category of finitely generated left R-modules. It turns out that a stronger 
statement can be proved. 
1.12 PROPOSITION. The right R-module B is j?at if and only if the 
homomorphism B OR J + B, deJned by b @ Y --+ br, is injective for every 
finitely generated left ideal J of R. (See [5], p. 122.) 
These propositions have several useful consequences. In the first 
place, they imply that every free module is flat, and therefore, by the 
additivity of the tensor product, so is every projective module. Also, 
since finitely generated ideals in a Von Neumann regular ring are 
summands of the ring, 1.12 implies the fact noted earlier that every 
module over a regular ring is flat. It is possible to show conversely that 
if all modules of a ring are flat, then the ring is regular (see [2]). 
2. THEME AND VARIATION 
Our main goal is to relate the global dimension of Boolean rings to 
their ring properties, but a little extra work will yield substantially 
more general results. The following definition establishes the boundary 
of our investigation. It singles out an aspect of the general theory of rings 
that is amenable to the techniques of Boolean algebra. 
2.1 DEFINITION. Let R be a ring, and S a sub-Boolean ring of R. 
Suppose that K is a totally ordered set, and e is a mapping (not assumed 
to preserve order) of K to S. The quadruple (R, S, K, e) will be called 
a Boolean context, or simply a context. For any context (R, S, K, e), let 
J(R, S, K, e) denote the left ideal of R that is generated by e(K), that is, 
Any left ideal in a ring R that is determined by some context will be 
called idempotent generated, or simply an i.g. ideal. 
Evidently, J(R, S, K, e) d oesn’t depend on S so much as it depends 
on the subset e(K). Frequently, many choices of S will be available-any 
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sub-Boolean ring of R that contains e(K) will do. If R is commutative, 
the natural choice for S is the set of all idempotent elements of R. The 
same option is available when R has no nonzero nilpotent elements. In 
fact, if e2 = e E R and r E R, then (ere - re)2 = (eye - er)2 = 0, so that 
if 0 is the only nilpotent element in R, then e E Z(R). 
A natural question to ask is: for what rings are all of the left 
ideals idempotent generated ? It is exactly this class of rings for which 
conclusive results on the dimensions of i.g. ideals will solve the global 
dimension problem. We note that if every principal left ideal of R is 
an i.g. ideal, then R is Von Neumann regular. In fact, if Ra is an i.g. 
ideal, then there exist commuting idempotent elements e, , e2 ,..., e, 
in Ra and rr , r2 ,..., r, in R such that a = rrer + r,e, + .*a + men = 
ae, where e = e, v e2 v *** v e, . Since e E Ra, there exists b E R such 
that e = ba. Consequently, a = aba. Conversely, in every regular ring 
the principal ideals are i.g.: the relation aba = a yields Ra = lie, 
where e = ba satisfies e2 = e. This observation proves that every left 
ideal J in a regular ring is generated by idempotent elements, but it 
does not give the conclusion that J is an i.g. ideal, since the generators 
of J may not commute. 
Let &? denote the class of rings in which all left ideals are idempotent 
generated. Our remark show that W is contained in the class of all Von 
Neumann regular rings, and 9I? includes the commutative regular rings. 
More generally, every strongly regular ring is in &8. (A ring is strongly 
regular if it satisfies the condition V a 3 b (a2b = u)). In fact, it is easy to 
see that the strongly regular rings are exactly the regular rings with no 
nonzero nilpotent elements. Noetherian regular rings belong to 9, 
because in a regular ring, finitely generated ideals are principal. More 
generally, Kaplansky showed in [25] that every countably generated 
ideal in a regular ring is i.g., so that any regular ring in which all left 
ideals are countably generated belongs to 9. On the other hand, not 
every regular ring belongs to W, as the following example shows. 
2.2 EXAMPLE. Let R be the ring of all linear transformations of an 
infinite dimensional vector space Y. If a E R, then we can write v = 
W @ Ker a, where We v/Ker a s Im a. Thus, b E R exists so that 
(ba)(zu) = w for all w E W. Evidently, aba = a. This proves the well 
known fact that R is regular. Suppose that S is a sub-Boolean ring of 
R. Then e -+ e(V) is a lattice isomorphism of S onto a complemented, 
distributive sublattice of the lattice su v of all subspaces of I’. In fact, 
ef = fe, e2 = e, and f 2 = f together imply that (ef )( V) = e(V) n f (V) 
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and (e v f)( V) = e(Y) + f( V), by a straightforward calculation. Con- 
versely, if G is any complemented, distributive sublattice of su V, then 
there is a sub-Boolean ring S of R such that G = {e(V): e E S}. In fact, 
for U E 6, let eU be the projection of V onto U with kernel U’, where U’ 
denotes the complement of 77 in 6; then S = (e, : U E G} has the 
required properties. These definitions establish a one-to-one correspon- 
dence between the sub-Boolean rings of R, and the complemented, 
distributive sublattices of su V. Now define J = {a E R: dim a(V) < a>. 
Evidently, J is a two-sided ideal of R. Our aim is to prove that R J 
is not an i.g. ideal. Suppose on the contrary that J = J(R, S, K, e). 
We can assume that e(K) generates S. Then 6 = (e(V): e E S> is a 
complemented, distributive sublattice of su V, and 6 s S, so that 6 is 
generated (as a Boolean algebra) by its finite dimensional elements. 
It follows that 1 S / = 1 6 1 < dim V. Therefore, we can write J = 
CkeK Rfk , with 1 K 1 < dim V. Passing to the conjugate space of V yields 
V* = tJasJ Im a* C CksK Im fk*. Since Im fk* s (Im fk)*, it follows 
that dim V* < dim V, which is a contradiction since V was assumed to 
be infinite dimensional [21]. 
The main theme of this paper is projective dimension, but a more 
general topic can be considered: what is the structure of the abelian 
groups of the form ExtRn(J, B), where J is an i.g. ideal of R, and B 
is a left R-module? It is unlikely that this problem has a reasonable 
solution. However, Ext,lz( J, *) can be related to functors that arise in 
other ways. The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of one 
such result. 
The inverse limit functor is well known to be left exact, but generally 
not right exact. Therefore, by the generalized version of 1.1, this functor 
gives rise to a sequence of derived functors h(n) from the abelian 
category of inverse systems of R-modules over a fixed directed set to the 
category of abelian groups. These derived functors have been studied 
by several authors [30, 381, and a systematic exposition of the subject is 
given in Jensen’s monograph [22]. W e will show that if J is an i.g. ideal 
of R, then ExtRm(J, *) is equivalent to the nth derived functor of a 
suitable inverse limit. 
Let (R, S, K, e) be a Boolean context, and abbreviate J = J(R, S, K, e). 
The set [KJw of all finite subsets of K is a directed partially ordered 
set under inclusion. For K E [K]w, denote J(K) = CkCK Re(k). Plainly, 
if K CA, then J(K) C J(A), so that {J(K)) is a direct system of left 
R-modules over [Klw. Since the functor Hom,(*, A) is contravariant, 
Pow4 J(K), 4 is an inverse system of abelian groups over [K]o. Note 
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that for every K, the ideal J(K) is projective. In fact, J(K) = Re, , where 
e, is the least upper bound in S of {e(k): k E K}. Thus, Horn&(K), *) is 
an exact functor. Finally, since J = u {J(K): K E [K]3, the direct limit 
of {J(K): K E [K]@} can be identified with J. 
2.3 THEOREM. For each n > 0, there is a natural isomorphism of 
fumtors: 
9: Ext$(J, *) --t l&r(n){HOmR(](fc), *)}. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.2 of [22], there is associated with any direct 
system {AK} of R-modules and any R-module B, a spectral sequence 
lim’P’(Ext,‘l(A, , B)} s Ext,"(l& A,, B). 
Taking A, to be the projective ideal J(K), we have Ext#(J(K), B) = 0 
for CJ > 0. This implies that the base homomorphisms of the spectral 
sequence are isomorphisms, so that ExtRW(J, B) N limtn) {Hom,(J(k), B)}. 
By the properties of morphisms of spectral sequences, this isomorphism 
is natural in B. 
The result of Theorem 2.3 can be put into a more convenient form, 
using a standard realization of HomR(J(K), B). Since J(K) = Re, , 
where eK = V,,, e(K), it follows that HomR(J(K), B) is naturally iso- 
morphic to the group e,B. Moreover, if K C h E [K]a, then the inclusion 
of Re, in Re, induces the homomorphism of Hom,(Re, , B) to 
Hom,(Re, , B) that corresponds to the mapping of eAB to e,B defined by 
left multiplication with e, . Taking account of these natural equivalences, 
2.3 can be expressed as follows. 
2.4 COROLLARY. ExtRA(J, B) N limcn) {e,B}. 
A topological characterization of ExtRn(], B) has been given by 
Wiegand for the case in which J is an ideal of R that is generated by 
central idempotents. Wiegand’s result is that ExtRn(J, B) is isomorphic 
to the nth Tech cohomology group of a topological space (determined 
by J), with coefficients in a certain sheaf of modules (corresponding to B). 
The details of this theorem appear in [41]. 
3. PROJECTIVE IDEALS 
Let (R, S, K, e) be a Boolean context. In this section, we will establish 
a convenient necessary and sufficient condition for the ideal J(R, S, K, e) 
6071I3/3-6 
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to be projective. There is a related question that must be settled first: 
if L 2 K, when is J(R, S, L, e) a direct summand of J(R, S, K, e) ? 
Since R, S, and e are fixed throughout this section, it will be convenient 
to abbreviate J(R, S, K, E) by J(K) and J(R, S, L, e) by J(L). This 
notational convention will also be used in later sections. 
3.1 PROPOSITION. If (R, S, K, e) is a Boolean context, and L C K, 
then J(L) is a direct summand of J(K) ;f and only zjr 
VkEK, 311,12 ,..., I,EL,VEEL 
(e(k) e(1) < e(Z1) v e(&) v .** v e(1,)). 
(1) 
Proof. Assume that J(K) = J(L) @ 1, where I is a left ideal of R. 
For any k E K, we can write e(k) = rf + s, where r E R, s E I, and 
f = e(Z,) v e(Z,) v **. v e(Z,) for some elements Zi , Za ,..., I,, in L. Hence, 
if ZE L, then e(Z)s = e(Z)e(k) - e(Z) rf E J(L) n I = 0, so that e(Z)e(k) = 
e(Z) rf, and e(Z)e(k)f = e(Z)e(k). That is, e(k)e(Z) < f = e(Z,) v e(Z,) v 
**a v e(Z,). Conversely, assume that (1) is satisfied, and let f(k) = 
(e(Zl) v e(Z,) v --* v e(Z,,))e(k). Put I = CkeK R(e(k) - f(k)). Plainly, 
e(k) E J(L) + I f orallkEK,sothat J(L)+I= J(K).IfZELandkEK, 
then by (l), (e(k) -f (k))e(Z) = e(k)e(Z) - e(k)(e(Z,) v e(Z,) v ... v e(Z,)) 
e(Z) = 0. Thus, Ze(Z) = 0, from which it follows that J(L) n I = 0. 
Hence, J(K) = J(L) @I. 
We will use 3.1 and the following lemma to characterize the projective 
i.g. ideals. 
3.2 LEMMA. If L Z K and J(L) is a direct summand of J(K), then 
J(L u {k}) is a direct summand of J(K) and J(L u {k})/ J(L) is projective 
for every k E K. 
Proof. Let Ii, I, ,..., I,, EL satisfy 3.1(l). Define f = e(k) - e(k)(e(Z,) v 
44) v **a v e(Z,)). As in the proof of 3.1, J(L u {k)) = J(L) @ Rf. In 
particular, J(L u {k))/ J(L) is projective. Also, if J(K) = J(L) 01, then 
I = Rf @ I( 1 - f), so that J(L. u (k}) is a summand of J(K). 
3.3 THEOREM. For any Boolean context (R, S, K, e), the ideal 
J(R, S, K, e) is projective if and only if there is a well ordering {kc : f < v} 
of K such that 
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Proof. By 3.1, condition (1) is equivalent to 
% < v J@n: rl < 0) is a direct summand of J(K). (2) 
If there is a well ordering of K such that (2) holds, then by 3.2 
the quotient J({Atl : 7 < e})/J((RII : 7 < e}) is projective for all { < v. 
Therefore, J(K) is projective by 1.7. Conversely, assume that J(K) is 
projective. By 1.10, there is a ladder {LE : [ < p} in K such that 
Lo = 0,L =K I& - L, ) < X, for all t < p, and J(LE) is a direct 
summand of J(K) f or all 5 < ~1. For each t < ~1, let Lc+l - L, = 
{kc0 , hl P-*-9 ktn A n < l-43, where ~(6) < w. Then K is the disjoint 
union of the sets L,,, - L, , and it is well ordered by the condition 
k, < k, if [ < 11, or [ = 7 and n < m. It follows from 3.2 that the 
ideal generated by any initial segment in this ordering is a direct 
summand, so that (2) (hence also (1)) is satisfied. 
The following corollary of 3.3 is due to G. M. Bergman [3], and, in a 
special case, R. Wiegand [42]. 
3.4 COROLLARY. Let J be a projective i.g. ideal of R. Then J = 
LIocv Rf,, wh&ef? =fe andf,f, = ofor t f 7. 
Proof. Let J = J(R, S, K, e), where K = (k, : E < v} satisfies 3.3(l). 
For each E < v choose r], < Q < *se < I)~ < k so that e(k,)e(k,) < 
e(knl) v e(kJ v ..* v e(k,J for all 5 < 6. Define f (6) = e(k,) - e(kJ 
Mk,J v eV%B) v **. v e(k,J). By transfinite induction, J = Clcv RfE , 
and ftfs = 0 for 1; < e, so that the sum is direct. 
4. RESOLUTION 
Let (R, S, K, e) be a Boolean context. We are going to construct a 
projective resolution of J(R, S, K, e), following the definition given by 
Osofsky in 1341. 
4.1. For K E: [K]a, define e(K) = nIkeK e(k), with the convention 
that the empty product is 1, that is, e( 0) = 1. 
4.2. For it > 1, define P,(R; S, K, e) = {p E RIKln : P(K) E Re(K), 
p(K) = 0 almost everywhere}. 
Usually, we will write P,(K) or just P, for P,(R, S, K, e) when the 
context is fixed. 
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The sets P, are given the structure of left R-modules by defining 
addition and scalar multiplication pointwise. The P, are also right 
S-modules, that is, the multiplicative groupoid S acts on the right of P, 
by multiplication. Unless the characteristic of R is two, P, cannot be 
an S-module. 
4.3. For K E [K]“, define X, E P by 
x,(4 = 
0 if A # K, 
e(K) if h = K. 
Plainly, OX, = x,e(~) = 3,. It follows that (0 : x,) = R(1 - e(K)), 
so that Rx, z R~(K). Th is observation proves the following result. 
4.4 LEMMA. P, = UKErKln Rx, is projective in R-mod. 
We now define the differentials a, : P, --t P,-, that give the desired 
projective resolution of J(R, S, K, e). 
4.5. Let h = {Zr , I, ,..,, Z,> E [K]“, where Zr < Z2 < *** < Z, . For 
k E K, define 
o(k, A) = 
i 
O 
if k E A, 
(-l)i if Zi < k < li+I . 
4.6 DEFINITION. Let a,(R, S, K, e) = 8, : P,(R, S, K, e) ---f 
J(R, S, K, e) and an+#, 8, K e> = a,+~ : P,+,(R, S, K 4 - 
P,(R, S, K, e) be defined by 
(%+d’)(K) = c uck, ‘dp(K ” k). 
ksK-u 
4.7 LEMMA. For all n > 1, a, is an R - 8 bimodule homomorphism. 
Moreover, a, is surjective. 
This is obvious, since the operations in P, are pointwise, and J(K) is 
generated by e(K). 
It is convenient to have an expression for the images of the elements 
X, under the differential homomorphisms. 
4.8. Let K = {k, , k, ,..., k,} E [K]“, with k, < k, < -0. < k, . 
For 1 < i < n, denote K$ = K - (ki}. 
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4.9 LEMMA. For K E [Kln+l, a,,, x, = (zzt (-1)*-l xX() e(K). 
This formula is obtained by direct calculation; in the notation of 4.8, 
the value at X E [K]” of the functions on each side of the equality is 0 if 
hg K, and u(h, , K$) e(~) = (- l)i-l f?(K$) f?(K) if x = K$ . (Note that 
X C K if and only if h = K$ for some i). 
4.10 LEMMA. If tl >, 1, then &a,+, = 0. 
It suffices to show that a,a,+, x, = 0 for all K E [K]“+l. If n = 1, and 
K = {A, 1) with k < I, then 818ZxK = ar(xcr1 - xik)) e(k) e(r) = 
(e(Z) - e(k)) e(k) e(Z) = 0. Th e g eneral case will be obtained by induction 
from 4.15 below. 
We now define a “local codifferentiation.” 
4.11 DEFINITION. For k E K, define l?(k): J(R, S, K, e) + 
P,(R, S, K, e) and @+l(k): P,(R, S, K, e) -+ P,+l(R, S, K, e) by 
(1) (s1(k))(d(K) = l;e(R, 
if k$ic, 
if K = {k}. 
t2) (s”+1(k))(P)(K) = l$k, h)p(h) e(k) z “,Y\ u k, h E [K - {k}]“. 
Note that (al(k)) (a) = axtk~ . Moreover, if (iV+l(k)) (p)(~) # 0, then 
there is an i < ?z + 1 such that K = K( U k, and p(~~) # 0; this implies 
that (F+‘(k)) (p) is zero almost everywhere. Plainly, (@+l(k)) (p) (K) E 
h?(K), so that 6l(k) and S”+l(k) do in fact map into PI and P,+l 
respectively. 
The following facts are easily checked. 
4.12 LEMMA. The mappings 6”(k) are R - 3 bimoduZe homomorphisms, 
and Im an(k) C P,e(k). 
4.13 LEMMA. @+l(k) S%(k) = Ofot n > 1. 
4.14 LEMMA. 
(sn+l(k)k) = &k, K)X,uk 
if kEK. 
if k$K. 
4.15 PROPOSITION. If p E P, , and k E K, then 
%+lsn+l(k) p + Wk) &,p = p(k). 
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Proof. We can assume that p = x, , where K = (k, , k, ,..., k,), 
and k, < k, < +** < k, . 
Case 1. k $ K, say ki < k < ki+l (0 < i < n). Then o(k, K) = (- l>i. 
The formulas 4.9 and 4.14 give 
= (-l)i (iI1 (-ll)j-lx~iuk + (-lY x, + j$+l (-1)’ *KfUk) e(, U k) 
= z,e(K u k) + (-l)i P(k) 
( 
f (-I):‘-1 (-l>i-i x,j 
j=l 
= x,e(k) - P(k) a,x, . 
Case 2. k E K, say k = ki . Then P+r(k)x, = 0, Kd u k = K, 
Sn(k)xKj = 0 for j $ i, and a(k, Ki) = (- l)i-1. Thus, 
s”(k) a,& = 
( 
f (-1)i” a”(k) X,$ e(K) = (-l)i--l a@, q) XKiVke(fc) 
j=l 1 
= x&k) = x,e(k) - an+lS”+l(k) x, . 
We can now complete the proof of 4.10. Let n 2 2, and suppose that 
K = h U {k}, w h ere X E [K]” and k < 1 for all I E A. Then X, = Sn+l(k)x, 
by 4.14, and &8,+,x, = a,a,,,S++l(k)x, = a%x,,e(k) - a,@(k) a,x, = 
8,x&k) - (a,x,e(k) - WI(k) a,-,a,~,) = 6”-1(k) a71-18nxA , using 4.15 
twice. Thus, anan+rx, = 0 by induction. Since any K can be expressed 
in the form h u {k) used in this argument, we see that a,a,+, = 0. 
4.16 COROLLARY. The sequence 
*-a --+ P,+,(R, S, K, e) % P,(R, S, K, e) - **a 
a1 - P,(R, S, K, 4 - J(R, S, K, e) - 0 
is a projective resolution of J(R, S, K, e). 
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Proof. It remains to show that if a,p = 0, then p c Im a,,, . Let 
L = U {K E [K]“: P(K) # 0). Then L is finite, and for every K E [qn, 
there exists I EL such that P(K) e(l) = P(K). Hence, 
P = P 1 - II (1 - 40) = C PeV)f~ , 
EL > EL 
where f l E S. Define q = ClsL P+l(Z) pfi E P,+l . Since a,p = 0, 4.15 
yields %+,q = CleL peV)f l = P. 
Proposition 4.15 can be formulated as an identity in the ring of R - 3 
endomorphisms of P, , provided the elements e(K) are interpreted as 
endomorphisms. This observation suggests that it will be useful to 
introduce new endomorphisms. 
4.17 DEFINITION. For K E K and 71 > 1, define 
~44 = hd”+V)> 
m(k) = an(k) a,, . 
Plainly, p,(k) and r,(K) are R - 3 endomorphisms of P, . By 4.10, 
4.12,4.13, and 4.15, these endomorphisms satisfy the following identities. 
4.18 LEMMA. LetkEKandn>l. Then 
(1) P,(k) + %W = e(k); 
(2) P,(k) 44 = TLW PnW = 0; 
(3) ~~(4 44 = P&Q d4 e(k) = s(k); 
(4) P?dW = P?%@), ~n(W = ~?m 
(5) @+V) ,d4 = S”+‘(k), p,(k) a,,, = a,,, e(k); 
(6) r,(k) am(k) = am(k), a,r,(k) = a, e(k). 
4.19 COROLLARY. P,e(k) = p,(k) P, @ r,(k)P, ; p,(k)P, = 
( an+pn+d e(k) for n >, 1, and J e(k) = (WI) e(k). 
Proof. an+lpn+l 44 = dk) an+lPm+l C &V, = %+P+YWn C 
an+lP,+1 e(k). The rest is clear. 
5. DIMENSION REDUCTION 
In this section, we will prove a theorem that makes it possible in some 
cases to obtain lower bounds on the dimensions of i.g. ideals. The result 
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is contained implicitly in Osofsky’s paper [34]. A restricted form of the 
argument was used earlier in [36]. 
Fix a context (R, S, K, e). We will be interested in the contexts 
(R, S, L, e) (or more precisely, (R, S, L, e 1 L)) that are determined by 
subsets L of K. Plainly, P,(R, S, L, e) and J(R, S, L, e) are submodules 
of P,(R, S, K, e) and J(R, S, K, e) respectively; and a,(R, S, L, e) = 
a,(R, S, K, e)l P,(R, S, L, e) is easily verified. The local codifferentiation 
mappings 6 n+l I of P,(L) are also seen to be the restrictions of the ( ) 
corresponding local codifferentiations of P,(K). 
As in the previous section, we will write P,(L) instead of P,(R, S, L, e), 
and a, will denote either a,(R, S, K, e) or a,(R, S, L, e), as the context 
specifies. We begin the section with a simple observation about modules 
in general. 
5.1 LEMMA. Let A = B @ C be a decomposition of left R-modules. 
Let p be an idempotent endomorphism of A such that (1 - p)B _C C. Then 
A = pB @ C, and p 1 B is manic. 
Proof. A=B+C=pB+(I-p)B+C=pB+C. If bEB, 
and pb E C, then b = pb + (1 - p)b E B n C = 0. Thus, pB n C = 0 
and p 1 B is manic. 
If L C K and Fz E K -L, then P,(K) e(k) = P,(L) e(k) @ C, where 
C = ~:hE~K~qLln Rx,e(k). Since K $ L, it follows from 4.17 and 4.14 that 
r,(K) (P,(K) e(k)) C C. Thus, 5.1 and 4.18 give: 
5.2 LEMMA. Let L C K, k E K - L, and n > 1. Then p,(k) P,(L) is 
a summand of P,(K) e(k), and p,(k)/ P,(L) e(k) is manic. 
5.3 LEMMA. Let L C K, k E K - L, and n 3 1. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
( 1) %+P?t+dL) 4) is a summand of p,(k) P,(L); 
(2) %+lP,+lW 44 is a summand of P,(K) e(k); 
(3) %+lP,+lW 44 is a summand of P,(L) e(k); 
(4) %+J’,+dL) 44 k a summand of %+lP,+l(K) e(k). 
Proof. (1) implies (2), and (3) implies (2), because p,(k) P,(L) and 
P,(L) e(k) are summands of P,(K) e(k). The remaining implications are 
based on the fact that if A, B, C, and D are modules satisfying A = 
B @ C and B C D C A, then D = B @ (C n D), that is, the modular 
law. We have: (2) implies (3), because 8,+,P,,,(L) e(k) C P,(L) e(k) C 
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P,(K) e(k); (2) implies (4), because B,+,P,+,(L) e(k) C 8n+lP,+1(K) e(k) C 
P,(K) e(k); and (4) implies (l), because 
For the moment, let L C K and k E K - L be fixed. Define Z: L -+ S 
by a(Z) = e(Z) e(k). Th en J(R, S, L, 5) = J(L) e(k). Moreover, for 
n > 1, P,(R, S, J% 6) = f’,(L) e(k), and 8,(R, S, L, 5) = a, 1 P,(L) e(k). 
It follows that se- + P,+,(L) e(k) --t P,(L) e(k) --t a** + P,(L) e(k) + 
J(L) e(k) ---t 0 is a projective resolution of J(L) e(k). 
5.4 LEMMA. Let L C K be such that a,+,P,+,(L) is a summand of 
a,+,P,+,(K), where n > 1. Then for all k E K - L, the projective 
dimension of J(L) e(k) is at most n - 1. 
proof. BY 5.3, %+lpn+l(L) e(k) is a summand of P,(L) e(k). Thus, 
Imp, I p,(L) e(k)) z f’&) e(WW% I J’G) 44) 
= U4 441an+l~n+l(4 4) 
is projective. That is, 
0 --+ In@,, 1 P,(L) e(k)) 3 P,-,(L) e(k) + .** -+ P,(L) e(k) 3 J(L) e(k) --f 0 
is a projective resolution of J(L) e(k). By 1.5, it follows that 
dim J(L) e(k) < n - 1. 
5.5 THEOREM. Let (R, S, K, e) be a context such that 
dim JR, S, K, e) < n, where n>l. 
Then there is a family 9 of subsets of K such that: 
(1) .CZ E9aniKE9; 
(2) if {L, : g E G} Z 9 is directed, then upd; L, E 9; 
(3) if WC K is in$nite, then there exists L E 9 such that WC L 
andILl =I WI; 
(4) ifL E 9 and k E K - L, then dim J(L) e(k) < n - 1. 
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Proof. Since dim J(K) < n, it follows from 1.5 that 8,+lPn+I(K) is 
projective. Let r: [[K]“+r]” -+ [[K]n+l]w be the mapping of 1.9 that 
corresponds to the generating set {a,,,~, : K E [K]“+l} of the projective 
module a ,+lPn+I(K). Define 9 = {L _C K: r[L]lz+l = [Lln+l}. It is clear 
from 1.9 that L’ satisfies (1) and (2). Moreover, r[L]“+l = [Lln+l 
implies that ~,+,P,+,(L) is a summand of 3,+,P,+,(K) by 1.9(6), so that 
(4) is satisfied by 5.4. We will prove that 2 satisfies (3) by transfinite 
induction on 5, where ) W / = N, . If [ = 0, then B,+,P,+,(W) is 
countably generated, so that by 1.9(5), there is a countable set IV, 2 W 
satisfying LJIVJn+i C [WJn+l. By iteration, we get a sequence of 
countable sets W _C IV, C IV, _C .** such that [W’]n+l _C [ Wm+l]n+l for 
all m < w. Let L = urn<% IV, . Then L is countable, and 
wl”+l = r (g Wln+l) = g vKJ”+’ c ,uw [wrn+,l”+’ 
= [L]“+l c r[L]n+l. 
Hence, L E $P. Now assume 5 > 0. Well order IV, say W = 
{k, : 77 < ~3. Using the induction hypothesis, we can choose sets 
L,, E Z’ such that: k, EL, for all 5 < T; (L,, : v < of} is a ladder in K; 
andIL,/,<max(l~I,Et,,}for~<Wr.ThenL=L,~E-Y, W_CL,and 
IL I cz7<WE ILI =&=I WI GILI. 
6. DIMENSION AND CHARACTER 
Under certain conditions, Theorem 5.5 can be used to relate the 
projective dimension of an i.g. ideal to the minimum cardinality of its 
generating sets. 




The character of an i.g. ideal can be described in a different way. 
Note that 
ch JR, S, K, e) < min{l L I: L 2 K, J(L) = J(K)} < K, ch J(R, S, K, e). 
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In particular, ch J(R, S, K, e) = min{l L 1 : L C K, J(L) = J(K)), unless 
J(K) is a direct summand of R. This observation, together with 1.7, 
gives an upper estimate of the dimension of an i.g. ideal in terms of its 
character. 
6.2 PROPOSITION. If ch J(R, S, K, e) < Km, then 
dim JR, S, K, e) < n. 
Proof. It can be assumed that K = {k, : 6 < w,). Define L, = 
{kr:~<r]}forq<w,.Then{L,:~fw,}isaladderinK,L,=ra, 
Lw, = K, and ) L, 1 < 17 I. If 12 = 0, then J(R, S, K, e) is projective 
by 3.2 and 1.7. Proceeding by induction on n, for n > 0, the induction 
hypothesis gives dim J(L,) < n - 1 for all r] < We . Hence, 
dim J(L,+,)/J(L,) < n by 1.4, and dim J(K) < n by 1.7. 
This Proposition is a special case of Theorem 2.3 in Osofsky’s paper 
[33]. A less general result than Osofsky’s appeared earlier in [36]. Of 
course, 6.2 is just a corollary of Auslander’s Proposition 3 in [l]. 
In the remainder of this section, we will exhibit two cases in which 
6.2 gives the correct value for the projective dimension of an i.g. ideal. 
The following simple lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 6.5. 
6.3 LEMMA. Let (R, S, K, e) be a Boolean context, and suppose that 
{L8 : 5 Q We} is a ladder in K such that wf is regular (i.e., wc is not cojinal 
7: a subset of cardinality less than N,), and J(Lc) C J(L,,) for all 
wc . Then ch J(R, S, L,< , e) >, N, . 
Proof. If L C K satisfies 1 L 1 < XC , then L CL, for some .$ < wt 
by the regularity of wC . Hence, JW C J&) C J&+d C J(L>. 
6.4 DEFINITION. A set E is a Boolean ring is called weakly n-fold 
independent if, for all sets {e, , e, ,..., e,-, , fO , fi ,..., f,-,} C E, 
eoel **a en-, < f. v fl v *** v fnaml implies e, <f. v fi v .** v fmal 
for some i < n. The set E is called n-fold independnet if, for all sets 
(e. , el ,..., %-I > fo 7 fi I..., fm-3 z E, 
eoel a.- e,, <f. v fi v .a* v fmel implies et = fj 
for some i < n and j < m. The set E is called independent if it is n-fold 
independent for all n < w. 
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6.5 THEOREM. Let (R, S, K, e) be a Boolean context such that e(K) 
is weakly n + l-fold independent. Then dim J(R, S, K, e) > n if and 
only if ch J(R, S, K, e) > K, . 
Proof. After taking account of 6.2, it remains to show that if 
ch J(R S, K, e) >, %, then dim ](R, S, K, e) > n. The proof is 
carried out by induction on n, starting with n = 1. We must show that 
J(R, S, K, e) is not projective. Suppose otherwise. Then it is possible 
to well order K, say K = {kE : 5 < ~1, so that 3.3(l) is satisfied. For 
4 < p, define L, = {k, : v < [I. Plainly, {J(LE): [ < p} is a ladder in 
J(K). By assumption, ch J(Lu) = ch J(K) > X, , so that there is a 
smallest v < p such that ch J(Ly) > N, . Hence, ch J(L,) < K, for all 
t < v. Starting with an arbitrary to < v, construct by recursion an 
increasing sequence to < [r < tz < *** of ordinals less than v such that 
J(I?,,~) C J(Ltl) C J(LE,) C *... Let 5 = supn+Jn. Then .$ < v, because 
otherwise J(Ly) would be a countable union of countably generated 
ideals. It follows that there exists v < p such that e(k,) $ J(L,). By 
3.3(l), it is possible to find or < r/s < **a < q,,, < 5 such that 
e&J e(k) G e&J v e&J v *.* v e(kYm) for all 5 < [. Since e(k,) $ J(L,), 
it follows from the weak two-fold mdependence of e(K) that e(k<) < 
4kJ v e(kJ v *.* v e(knm) for all 5 < 4. This implies that J(LE) = 
J(L,,m). On the other hand, qrn < f = suplz+& implies that qrn < 5, 
for some n < o. Consequently, J(L,,) _C J(LE,> C J(Lf,+,) _C J(LE), which 
is a contradiction. 
For the induction step, assume that e(K) is weakly n + 2-fold in- 
dependent, ch J(R, S, K, e) > ~,+r , and dim J(R, S, K, e) < n. From 
this data, we will produce a contradiction to the induction hypothesis 
that the statement of the theorem is true for n. Let 9 be a family of 
subsets of K that satisfies the conditions of 5.5. By using the property 
ch J(K) > ~,+r with 5.5(2) and 5.5(3), it is possible to construct a 
ladder (L, : .$ < ~3 in K by recursion, such that L, E 9 and 1 L, 1 < N, 
for all .$ < w, , and if f < w, , then J(LE) C J(L,+,). Let L = L,% . 
Since ch J(L) < N, , there exists k E K - L such that e(k) $ J(L). For 
I EL, denote a(Z) = e(Z) e(k). Using the assumption that e(K) is weakly 
n + 2-fold independent, and e(k) $ J(L), an easy calculation shows that 
T(L) is weakly n + l-fold independent. Moreover, since J(LE) C J(LE+l), 
and e(k) $ J(LE), it follows from weak 2-fold independence that 
J(L5) e(k) C J(LE+l) e(k); therefore, ch J(R, S, L, Z) > H, by 6.3. This 
discussion shows that the induction hypothesis applies to (R, S, L, i?), 
giving dim J(L) e(k) = dim J(R, S, L, e) > n. On the other hand, 
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dim J(L) e(k) < n - 1 according to 5.5(4), because L E Y and 
REK-L. 
Two special cases of 6.5 are worth noting. The first of these is a 
generalization of Osofsky’s Proposition 3 in [34]. 
6.6 COROLLARY. Let (R, S, K, e) be a Boolean context such that 
IKl ax,, e is injective, and e(K) is n + l-fold independent. Then 
dim J(R, S, K, e) >, n. 
In fact, if e is injective, and e(K) is l-fold independent, then L C K 
implies J(L) C J(K); thus, ch J(R, S, K, e) >, 1 K I. 
6.7 COROLLARY. Let (R, S, K, e) be a Boolean context such that e(K) 
is a totally ordered subset of S, and e(K) is not coJina1 with w, for all 
m < n. Then dim J(R, S, K, e) > n. 
Indeed, a totally ordered set is weakly n + l-fold independent for 
every n, and the hypothesis that e(K) is not cofinal with w, for all 
m < n implies that ch ](R, S, K, e) 2 sn . 
Using 2.3, it is possible to deduce Corollary 6.7 from Proposition 6.2 
in [22]. It seems likely that Theorem 6.5 could also be generalized to a 
result concerning the derived functors of the inverse limit. 
We turn to the second main theorem on the dimension of i.g. ideals. 
An interesting preliminary fact will be used in the proof of this result. 
Recall that a Boolean ring S satisfies the H-chain condition if S contains 
no disjointed set D such that 1 D ) > K. 
6.8 LEMMA. Let S be a Boolean ring that satis$es the N-chain condition, 
and suppose that J is an ideal of S such that ch J < K. Then Sl J satisfies 
the exp x-chain condition. 
Proof. Since ch J < N, there is a set E 2 J such that E is cofinal 
with J, and 1 E 1 < X. Let B = {e + J: e E D} be a disjointed subset of 
S/J. We can suppose that e, # e2 in D implies e, + J # e, + J; 
then since fi is disjointed, it follows that elea E J. For f E E, denote 
*, = He 1 , es] E [D12 : e1e2 <f}. Plainly, [D12 = (JfcEXf . By the Erdos- 
Rado Partition Theorem, if 1 D 1 > exp 8, then there is a set L C D, 
and an element f~ E such that 1 L I > H, and [L12 C X, . It would then 
follows that {e(l -f): e EL) is a disjointed set in S with cardinality 
greater than Al, which contradicts the hypothesis that S satisfies the 
N-chain condition. Therefore, 1 D I = 1 D ( < exp X. 
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The estimate in 6.8 is optimal. For example, if S is the algebra of all 
subsets of a countable set X, and J is the ideal of all finite subsets of X, 
then S/J contains a disjointed set of cardinality exp X, . (See [16], 6Q.l 
for example.) If GCH is assumed, then a similar example is available for 
any K ([16], 12.A). 
6.9 THEOREM. (GCH)Let < b e an ordinal number, n a natural number, 
and (Ii, S, K, e) a Boolean context that satisjes: 
(1) S satisjies the &-chain condition; 
Then dim J(R, S, K, e) > n. 
Proof. For n = 1, the desired conclusion that J(R, S, K, e) is not 
projective follows from 3.4 and the hypothesis that ch J(K) > N, , 
whereas every disjointed subset of S has cardinality at most N, . Assume 
that the theorem is true for n > 1, and that ch J(R, S, K, e) 3 K,,,,, . 
Our objective is to contradict the assumption that dim J(R, S, K, e) < n. 
Let 9 be a family of subsets of K that satisfies the conditions of 5.5. 
We will construct a ladder (LE : t < wC+,} C 9 such that 
(a) I Lc I < $+n for all 5 d mc+n , and 
(b) L CL, 9 I L I < %+n 3 44 $ JW implies J(L) 44 C J&+d 44. 
To start the construction, choose any L, E 9’ such that 1 L, 1 < K<+~ . 
If L, has been defined for each 4 < 7, where r~ < wr+, is a limit ordinal, 
let L, = ue<llLg . Note that 1 L, 1 < 1 7 ) ~tr+~ = &+% . Assume that 
r]=f+l,andL,h b as een constructed so that (a) holds. As a preliminary 
step toward the construction of L, , we will prove that for each set L CL, 
such that / L 1 < No+, , there exists KL C K satisfying 
(cl I KL I < xc,, and 
(d) e(K) $ J(L) implies e(k) e(Z) 6 J(L) for some I E KL . 
Let J,(L) and J,(K) respectively be the ideals of S that are generated 
by L and K. Since n > 1, it follows by induction from 6.8 (with the 
use of GCH) that S/ Js(L) satisfies the x,+,-chain condition. Let KL E K 
be such that a = (e(Z) + J,(L): I E KL} is a maximal disjointed set of 
distinct elements in J,(K)/ J,(L). Then ) KL I < Xc+n by the x,+,-chain 
condition in S/J,(L). M oreover, by the maximality of D, if e(k) $ J,(L), 
then e(k) e(Z) $ J,(L) for some 1 E K, . Since J(L) = (rf:f E J,(L)}, 
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this property of KL is equivalent to (d). We can now construct L,+, . 
By (a), (c), and the generalized continuum hypothesis, 
so that by M(3), there exists LB+1 E 64 such that 1 LE+l 1 < N~+~, 
&+I 2 LP , and Lc+~ -3_ KL for every L C Lo such that ) L 1 < No+, . 
The fact that L,+, satisfies (b) follows directly from (d). The desired 
contradiction can now be obtained easily. Let Kl = L, * 
I Kl I < &+n < ch J(K), there exists K E K such that e(hyi ~~~~)e 
For 1 E Kl , define Z(Z) = e(Z) e(K). Then ch J(R, S, Kl, E?) >, No+, . In 
fact, if L C Kl and 1 L 1 < N~+~ , then L C Le for some 5 < UJ~+~ . By 
(b), J(R, S, L, 4 = J(R, S, L, 4 44 C J(R, S, &+I9 4 e(h) C 
J(R, S, Kl , e) e(K) = J(R, S, Kl , 9). The induction hypothesis there- 
fore implies that dim J(K,) e(K) = dim J(R, S, Kl , 8) >, n. On the 
other hand, since Kl E 9 and K E K - Kl , it follows from 5.5(4) that 
dim J( Kl) e(h) f n - 1. 
6.10 COROLLARY. (GUY) Let (R, S, K, e) be a Boolean context such 
that S satisJies the &,-chain condition. Then dim J(R, S, K, e) > n if and 
only if ch ](R, S, K, e) 2 K, . 
7. GLOBAL DIMENSION-H• MOMORPHS 
Recall that the (left) global dimension of a ring R is gl. dim R = 
sup dim A, where the supremum is taken over all left R-modules. The 
Jinitistic dimension of R-denoted FPD R-is sup dim A, where the 
supremum is now over those left R-modules A whose projective dimen- 
sion is finite. There are many rings R of infinite global dimension, for 
which FPD R is finite. However, in case R is a Boolean ring, it folllows 
from a result of Jensen [23] that gl. dim R = FPD R. In the special 
case that interests us, Jensen’s proof can be simplified, and put into a form 
that applies to Boolean contexts. 
7.1 LEMMA. Let (R, S, K, e) be a Boolean context, and suppose that 
n < dim J(R, S, K, e). Then L C K exists satisfying dim J(L) = n. 
Proof. The hypothesis n < dim J(K) implies by 6.2 that K is 
uncountable. Let 1 K 1 = H, . We use induction on 5. Let K = 
(k, : E < wr}, and L, = {A, : [ < 9) for q < wc . Then {Ln : 7 < q) is 
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a ladder in K with L, = 0 and L,, = K. Moreover, 1 L, / < K, for 
71 < wz . If dim J(LII) < n for all 7 < wC , then dim J(R, S, K, e) < n, 
as in the proof of 6.2. Hence, there is some q < wC such that 
dim J(L,,) > n. By the induction hypothesis, dim J(L) = n for some 
LCL,,CK. 
7.2 COROLLARY. If FPDR=n<q where n > 0, then 
dim J(R, S, K, e) < n for all Boolean contexts (R, S, K, e). 
Proof. If dim J(R, S, K, e) 3 n, then this dimension must be 
infinite; otherwise, dim R/J(K) = 1 + dim J(K) > n by 1.4. However, 
it would then follow from 7.1 that n < dim J(L) < co for some L C K. 
This contradicts the definition of finitistic dimension. 
In the particular case that R is a commutative regular ring, 7.2 implies 
that gl. dim R = FPD R, because every ideal of R is idempotent 
generated. Our previous assertion about the finitistic dimension of 
Boolean rings is a special case of this observation. 
In the remainder of this section, we will study the behavior of global 
dimension under the formation of homomorphic images. The results 
in 7.3 and 7.5 are well known (see [5], p. 123), as is the method of proof 
used for 7.4 (see [5], p, 126). Propositions 7.7 and 7.8 were first proved 
in a slightly different form by Roger Wiegand (unpublished). 
7.3 PROPOSITION. Let 7: R -+ T be a suvjective homomorphism of rings. 
Assume that T is $at as a right R-module. Then gl. dim T < gl. dim R. 
Proof. We can suppose that gl. dim R = n < co. Let A be a left 
T-module. Then T induces an R-module structure on A as usual by 
(r, a) --t (7r)a. The projective dimension of RA is at most n, so that 
by 1.5, there is an exact sequence 0 ---f P,+l --+ P, + -** + PI ---f A -+ 0, 
where m < n, each Pi is a projective R-module, and the mappings are 
R-module homomorphisms. Since T is flat as a right R-module, it 
follows that there is an exact sequence of T-modules: 0 + T QR P,,+l ---t 
TC3,Pm-t 0.. -+ T OR PI --+ T QR A -+ 0. The desired conclusion 
dim ,A < m < n follows from 1.5 and two remarks: (1) T OR A z A 
as T-modules (t @ a -+ ta, a --t 1 @ a being inverse isomorphisms 
because G- is surjective); (2) if P is a projective R-module, then T OR P 
is a projective T-module (since by 1.3, P is a direct summand of a free 
R-module F, and therefore T QR P is a direct summand of T OR F = 
T OR (UR) s u(T OR R) s UT, using 1.11). 
If R is a Boolean ring, then every R-module is flat, so that 7.3 applies 
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to every homomorphic image of R. A more general result can be 
established. 
7.4 LEMMA. Let (R, S, K, e) be u Boolean context such that S C Z(R). 
Then J = J(R, S, K, e) is a two sided ideal of R, and Rl J is a flat right 
(or left) R-module. 
Proof. Clearly, J is a two sided ideal. Write T for RI J. By the 
right hand analogue of 1.12, it is sufficient to prove that if I is a left ideal 
of R, then the homomorphism /?: T aR I + T defined by t @ r -+ tr 
is manic. The exact sequences 0 -+ I + R and 0 + J -+ R + T -+ 0 
induce the commutative diagram 
O-P-I cx ~T@I---+O 
1 1 1 B 
O-J-R-----T-O 
with exact rows, where the maps into I and R are inclusions. It follows 
that ol-l(Ker /3) = J n I, so that j3 is manic if and only if J r\ I = JI. 
It is easy to see that this condition is satisfied when J is generated by 
central idempotents. 
It is possible to get an upper bound on the global dimension of R in 
terms of the global dimension of T = R/J, and invariants associated 
with the ideal J. The result is valid for all rings. First we record a well 
known “change of rings” theorem. 
7.5 LEMMA. Let T = RI J, h w  ere R is any ring, and J is a two sided 
ideal of R. Then for every A E T-mod, 
dim & < dim RT + dim rA. 
Proof. Induce on n = dim TA. If n = 0, there exists B E T-mod 
such that A @ B = F is free. Hence, dim RA < dim RF = dim RT. Let 
n > 0, and assume that the assertion of the lemma holds at n - 1. Let 
0 --f B -+ F + A --+ 0 be an exact sequence of T-modules, with F free. 
By 1.4, dim =B = it - 1, so that the induction hypothesis gives 
dim RB < dim RT + (n - 1). Also, dim RF = dim RT, so that 
dim.A < dimkT + n by 1.4. 
The following definition is not standard, but it is rather natural. 
607113/3-7 
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7.6 DEFINITION. Let A be an R-module. Define the global dimension 
of A to be 
gl. dim A = sup(dim A/B: B a submodule of A}. 
Evidently, dim A < gl. dim A < gl. dim R. In the special case 
A = RR, Definition 7.6 gives the usual value of the global dimension of 
R, by 1.8. 
7.7 PROPOSITION. Let T = RI J, where R is any ring, and J is a two 
sided ideal of R. Then 
gl. dim R < max(g1. dim T + dim R(R/J), gl. dim J}. 
Proof. Let A be a cyclic R-module, say A = R/I, where I is a left 
ideal of R. By 7.6 and 7.5, dim R( JA) = dim a( J/(1 n J)) < gl. dim J, 
and 
dim .(A/JA) < dim ,(A/JA) + dim R(R/J) & gl. dim T + dim R(R/J). 
The lemma follows from 1.4 and 1.8. 
By specializing 7.7, we get a useful result that is due to R. Wiegand 
(unpublished). 
7.8 PROPOSITION. Let (R, S, K, e) be a Boolean context with SC.??(R), 
such that J = J(R, S, K, e) is projective. DeJne 
Then 
n = sup{gl. dim Re(k): k E K). 
max{gl. dim R/ J, n} < gl. dim R ,( max{l + gl. dim R/ J, n}. 
Proof. The lower bound is obtained from 7.3 and 7.4. To get 
the upper bound, it is sufficient by 7.7 to show that gl. dim J ,< n. By 
3.4, J = LTe<vRft 3 where fez = fc < e(K,) for a suitable kc E K. If 
I is a left ideal of R with I _C J, then I = ~e<vIfE, J/I = j&cvRfE/IfE, 
and dim J/I = sup,,, dim RfE/IfE ,< n. Hence, gl. dim J < n. 
The use of gl. dim Re(k) in 7.8 is ambiguous: it could mean either 
gl. dim ,(Re(k)) or gl. dim RedRe(k)), b ecause Re(k) is a ring in its 
own right. However, e(k) is in the center of R, so that R is the direct 
product of Re(k) and R(1 - e(k)). It follows easily from this observation 
that gl. dim .(Re(k)) = gl. dim Re&Re(k)). 
An application of 7.8 provides an estimate of the global dimension 
of a product of rings. 
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7.9 DEFINITION. Let (Rk : K E K) be a set of rings. Let R = lJJ& 
be the direct product of this set of rings. Identify each R, with the 
principal ideal Re, , where ek is the function on K whose value at k is 
the identity elements of R, , and ek(Z) = 0 for all I # K. Let J = CkeK Re,. 
A subring R of R is called a product of {Rk : k E Kj if J S R. In particular, 
if R is generated as a ring by J and the identity of i?, then R is called 
the weak product of (R, : k E K}. 
When K is finite, all products coincide because J = a. 
It is obvious that if R is a product of {R, : k E K), then the hypotheses 
of 7.8 are satisfied with J = C Re, = CRk . 
7.10 COROLLARY. Let R be aproduct of (Ii, : k E K). Define J = CRk, 
T = R/J, and n = sup{gl. dim R, : k E K}. Then 
max{gl. dim T, n) < gl. dim R < max{l + gl. dim T, n}. 
If K is a jinite set, then T = 0, and the equality gl. dim R = n is well 
known to hold. 
If R is the weak product of {Rk : k E K}, then R = J + Z - 1 and 
T s Z/(2 - 1 n J). Thus, gl. dim T = 0, 1, or co in the respective cases: 
T = 0 or T = Z/n2 with n square free; T = Z; and T = Z/nZ with n 
not square free. In particular, we have the following special case of 7.10, 
which applies to Boolean rings. 
7.11 COROLLARY. Let p be a rational prime, and suppose that 
(Rk : k E K) is an in.nite set of rings of characteristic p. Let R be the weak 
product of this set of rings. Then gl. dim R = max(1, n), where n = 
sup{gl. dim Rk : k E K). 
Proof. Since K is infinite, J is not a direct summand of R; hence 
gl. dim R > 1. The corollary follows from 7.10. 
8. GLOBAL DIMENSION-SUBRINGS 
In general, the global dimension of a subring of a ring R may be 
larger than the global dimension of R. For example, any finite 
dimensional algebra can be embedded in a full matrix algebra, which 
has global dimension zero. However, for Boolean rings, the global 
dimension is monotone on the lattice of subrings. This fact is easily 
ded*ed from general theorems in the paper [37] by Raynaud and 
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Grusson. In this section, we will use the ideas of [37] to prove the 
following result, which in the commutative case is due to Roger Wiegand. 
8.1 THEOREM. Let S be a subring of R, where S is a von Neumann 
regular ring. Then dim R(R Qs A) = dim A for all A E S-mod. 
Consequently, gl. dim S < gl. dim R. 
The assumption that S is regular makes it possible to simplify the 
work of [37] substantially. This simplification is possible because all 
S-modules are flat. Moreover , sR and Rs are faithfully jat: if A -+ 
B -+ C is a sequence of S-modules, then the exactness of either A Q R -+ 
BQR--+CQR or RQA + R Q B + R Q C implies that A -+ 
B --P C is exact. In fact, if B # 0, then the inclusion S -+ R induces 
monomorphisms B -+ R Q B and B -+ B Q R, so that R Q B # 0 
and B Q R # 0. It is a standard fact ([4], p. 44) that this property, 
together with flatness, implies faithful flatness. 
The proof of 8.2 given in this section is valid under weaker hypotheses 
than the regularity of S. It is enough to assume that ,R and Rs are 
faithfully flat and A is flat. If S is contained in the center of R, then the 
hypothesis that R Qs A is projective (and R is faithfully flat) imply, by 
an easy argument, that A is flat. Thus, the conclusion of 8.1 is also valid 
when S _C Z(R) and R is faithfully flat. 
8.2 LEMMA. With the hypotheses of 8.1, R Qs A is projective tf and 
only tf A is projective. 
This lemma (due essentially to Raynaud and Grusson) is the heart 
of 8.1. We first show that 8.2 implies 8.1. Let m = dim A and n = 
dim R(R Q A). We argue by induction on min{m, a} that m = n. 
When this minimum is zero, 8.2 does the job. Let min{m, n} = n > 0. 
Resolve A by 0 -+B-+F+A-+O,whereFisfree.ThenO-+RQB-+ 
RQF+RQA+O is exact, and dim,(RQB) =n- 1. By the 
induction hypothesis, dim B = n - 1. Applying 1.4 to the exact 
sequence O-+B-+F+A--+O gives dimB =m- 1. Thus, m =n. 
The case min{m, n} = m > 0 is handled similarly. 
We begin the proof of 8.2 by reducing it to the case in which A is 
countably generated, 
8.3 LEMMA. Let R and S satisfy the conditions of 8.1. Suppose that 
R Q B projective implies B projective for every countably generated 
B E S-mod. Then for all A E S-mod, R Q A is projective af and only 
zf A is projective. 
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Proof. If A is projective, then so is R @ A, by the argument given 
in the proof of 7.3. Let A be an arbitrary S-module such that R @ A is 
projective. Suppose that {uk : k E K} generates A. Then (1 &I uk : K E K} 
generates R @ A. By 1.10, there is a ladder {LE : 4 < p} in K such that 
LO=O, L,=K, IL,+,--LL,I<~,, and for every g<p, B, = 
&..R(l @ uk) is a direct summand of R @ A. Hence, for all 4 < p, 
B,+,/B, is isomorphic to a summand of R @ A, and this factor module 
is therefore projective by 1.3. Let A, = &+Sak . Since Rs is flat, we 
can identity R @ AE with BP, and the exact sequence 0 --, A, --f 
c+l/A, -+ 0 induces an exact sequence 0 - B, --t B,,, + R @ 
$::,TIAtf- 0. Thus, R C3 (A,+,/&) s 4+,/B is projective. Since 
A,+,/& is countably generated, the hypothesis bf our lemma implies 
that Ac+JA, is projective. Therefore, A is projective by 1.7. 
8.4 LEMMA. With the hypotheses of 8.1, if A is countably generated 
and R @ A is projective, then A is countably presented. 
Proof. Let 0 + B --f F -+ A -+ 0 be exact, with F a countably 
generated free S-module. Then 0 ---f R @I B -+ R @IF -+ R @I A + 0 
is exact, and by 1.3, R@FgR@A@R@B, since R@A is 
projective. Hence, R @ B is a homomorphic image of R @IF. Thus, 
$=;I 
p B is countably generated, say by {cCn : 7t < o}, where c, = 
rin @ b,, (yin E R, bi, E B). Let C = &,nSb,, . Plainly, C is a 
countably generated submodule of B, and the inclusion C + B induces 
a surjection R @ C -+ R @B. Thus, R @(B/C) = 0. Since Rs is 
faithfully flat, it follows that B/C = 0. Hence, ‘B = C is countably 
generated. 
8.5 COROLLARY. Suppose that the hypotheses of 8.4 are satisfied. 
Then there is a direct system ({F,}; {~n})m,n<o of jiniteZy generated free 
modules, such that A is the limit of this system. 
Every module is the limit of a direct system of finitely presented 
modules (see [26], appendix). Using the fact that A is countably pre- 
sented, it can be arranged so that this direct system is indexed by w. 
(A brief proof of this assertion is given on p. 43 of [22]). Since every 
finitely presented flat module is projective ([4], p. 140), we can suppose 
that each module F, in the direct system is free of finite rank: given P, 
projective, choose Q, finitely generated so that F, = P, @Q,, is free, 
and extend each CJ~~ to F,, by defining s,(Q,J = 0. 
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An alternative to this sketchy proof-using only the assumption that A 
is countably presented and flat-can be found in [26]. 
8.6 LEMMA. Let S be a subring of R, and assume that S is regular. 
szlppose that <P’& b&m,n<w is a direct system of jkitely generated 
free S-modules, whose limit (A; (cx,>> is such that R @ A is a projective 
R-module. Then for any S-module B, 
(ML) ‘dn 3m 3 n Vi > m(Im(Hom(am, , B)) = Im(Hom(ai, , B))). 
This lemma constitutes a portion of (3.1.3) and (3.1.4) in Part 1 of [37]. 
Unfortunately, there is a gap in the proof of (3.1.3) that does not seem 
to be easily bridged. The proof that follows is a collage of ideas taken 
from Part 2 of [37]. 
Proof of 8.6. Step 1. Let E be an abelian group C a right R-module, 
and D a left R-module. Then there is a natural transformation of 
functors 
T: HomZ(E, C) OR D --+ HomZ(E, C OR D) 
defined by (~(7 @ d))(a) = y(a) @ d. If D = R, then T is plainly an 
isomorphism. More generally, by the additivity of the functors involved, 
7 is a monomorphism if D is projective, and an isomorphism of D is 
finitely generated and free. Using this transformation with D = R OS A, 
D=RQ,F,, and D = R OS F, , (m > n), we get a commutative 
diagram 
Hom#, C) 0 (R 0 4 
Yl F Hom,(E, C @ A) 
Horn&Y, C) @ (R @ F,,J L HomZ(E, 
HomA- C> 0 (R OF,) 
Y3 
where the vertical maps are induced by or,, cylz , and arnlz ; y1 is obtained 
by composing 7: HomZ(E, C) @ (R @ A) -+ Hom,(E, C @ (R @ A)) 
with the natural isomorphism HomZ(E, C @ (R @ A)) z 
Hom,(E, C @ A), and ys , y3 are similarly defined. Thus, yi is manic, 
and yz , ys are isomorphisms. Now choose E to be a free abelian group, 
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whose rank is large enough so that there is a p E Hom=(E, C @F,) 
such that Im ,3 = Ker(C @ ti,J. Then /3 is in the kernel of 
Hom&Z C QF,J --t HomZ(E, C @ A)). Therefore, since yi is manic, 
r;‘(P) E Ker(Hom@, C) Q (R Q F,) + Hom#T Cl Q (R Q 4). Thus, 
by 1.11, there exists m > n such that &(p) E Ker(Hom=(E, C) @ 
(R @F,J + Homs(E, C) @ (R @ F,)). The commutativity of our 
diagram implies that p E Ker(HomZ(E, C @F,) + Hom,(E, C OF,)), 
that is, (C Q ~~)p = 0. Th us, Ker(C @ IX,) = Im p 2 Ker(C @ E&. 
On the other hand, Ker(C @ olan) C Ker(C @ a,) for all i >, rz. Thus, 
(1) Vi > m (Ker(C @ amn) = Ker(C @ LYE*)). 
Step 2. Choose C = Homz(R, Q/Z), with the usual right 
R-module structure. Define another natural equivalence of functors 
TV: Hom& Q/Z) @SF,, -+ Hom&oms(Fn9 RI, Q/Z) 
by (T~(Y @ x))(p) = r@(x)). It is well known ([32], p. 73, for example) 
that the functor HomZ(*, Q/Z) is contravariant, exact, and faithful on 
the category of abelian groups. Thus, by virtue of the natural 
isomorphism pi , (1) implies 
(2) Vi > m(Im(Hom(s, , R)) = Im(Hom(ol,, , R))). 
Step 3. Define the natural transformation 
7~ HomdF, , S) OS R + Homs(F, , R) 
by (dfl @I r))(x) = I++. Plainly, TV is an isomorphism, since each F, 
is finitely generated and free. Therefore, (2) can be reformulated as 
Vi >, m(Im(Hom(a,, , 5’) @ R) = Im(Hom(a,, , S) @ R))). 
Then since $ is faithfully flat, it follows easily that R can be cancelled, 
that is, 
(3) Vi > m(Im(Hom(Or,, , S)) = Im(Hom(ol,, , S))). 
Finally, by tensoring each Hom,(F, , S) on the right with B, and using 
the natural isomorphism Hom,(F, , S) & B G Horn@‘, , B), the 
desired conclusion (ML) is obtained from (3). 
In order to complete the proof of 8.2, we need a result that is due to 
Grothendieck ([17], p. 66). 
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8.7 LEMMA. Let 0 -+ {B,} -+ {C,} -+ (Dn) --t 0 be an exact sequence 
of inverse systems of abelian groups indexed by o. Suppose that 
({B,); (flnm}) satisfies: 
(ML) Vn 3m 3 n Vi > m(Im /?,, = Im &). 
Then 0 -+ b{B,) + b{C,) -+ b{D,} -+ 0 is exact. 
What has to be shown is that the homomorphism #: b{C,} -+ b{D,} 
induced by the morphism {&J: (C,) --+ (Dn> of inverse systems is 
surjective. By passing to a subsequence of w, it can be assumed that 
Im Llm = Im /3+irn+r for all m 3 1. It is easily seen that this property 
is equivalent to 
(1 Jnt 4, = Ker iLlvL + Im kLm+l 
for all m > 1. Let (d, , di ,..., d, ,...) E lir~ D, . The proof of 8.6 is 
accomplished by choosing c,+i E C,,, recursively, so that 
P>m ?L+dcm+J = dm+, 9 
and 
(3L Ymm+l(Cm+l) = cm * 
Condition (2)m can be satisfied, because &+i is surjective. Then using 
(lhn 9 the chosen c,+i and c, can be adjusted to make (3)m hold. It 
turns out that this adjustment can be made so that (2),-i and (3),-r are 
still satisfied (without changing cm-r). When this construction has been 
carried out, we have (cO , ci ,..., c, ,...) E lim C, by (3)m , and 
#(co , c1 ,..., c, ,...) = (do , dl ,..., d, ,... ), because of (2),, . 
We can now prove 8.2. By 8.3, it is enough to show that if A 
is a countable generated S-module such that R @ A is a projective 
R-module, then A is projective. According to 9.5, we can write A = 
limW, where Wnh h& is a direct system of finitely generated free 
S-modules indexed by w. Lemma 8.6 implies that for any B E S-mod, 
the inverse system {Horn@‘, , B)) satisfies the condition (ML) of 8.7. 
Thus, if 0 -+ B + C + D -+ 0 is an exact sequence of S-modules, then 
0 + b(Hom@, , B)} + b(Hom,(F, , C)} + @n(Hom&F, , D)} --f 0 
is exact by 8.7. This implies (see [5], p. 99 for example) that 
0 -+ Horn,@, B) -+ Homs(A, C) + Horn@, D) -+ 0 
is exact. In other words, the functor Hom(A, *) is exact, so that A is 
projective. 
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8.8 THEOREM. Let (R, S, K, e) be a context such that R has 
characteristic two, that is, 1 + 1 = 0. Then dim J(R, S, K, e) = 
dim J(S, S, K, e). 
Proof. If the characteristic of R is two, then S is a subring of R. 
Moreover, the inclusion J(S, S, K, e) ---t J(R, S, K, e) induces an 
injection R @ J(S, S, K, e) + J(R, S, K, e), which is an isomorphism 
because e(K) generates J(R, S, K, e). The theorem is therefore a corollary 
of 8.1. 
This theorem motivates a conjecture, that is due to Roger Wiegand 
in a slightly less optimistic form. 
8.9 Conjecture. For any context (R, S, K, e), the projective 
dimensions of J(R, S, K, e) and J(S, S, K, e) are equal. 
If the Boolean ring S satisfies the x,-chain condition, then (assuming 
GCH), dim J(R, S, K, e) = dim J(S, S, K, e). The same is true if 
S is a Boolean ring with an ordered basis (see 11.7 below and 6.7). 
Finally, by 3.3, dim J(R, S, K, e) = 0 if and only if dim J(S, S, K, e) = 0. 
These remarks lend some credence to 8.9. 
9. DIMENSIONS OF BOOLEAN RINGS 
We finally fix our attention on Boolean rings exclusively. In this 
section some general results on the structure of Boolean rings will be 
presented and used to obtain estimates of global dimensions, The 
methods that we employ are borrowed from point set topology. However, 
for the sake of consistency, the proofs are given in an algebraic context. 
The first lemma is an algebraic analogue of a topological theorem 
due to Hajnal and Juhasz [18]. 
9.1 LEMMA. Let S be a Boolean ring that satisjies the &-chain condition. 
Suppose that { Jk : k G K} is a set of proper ideals of S that are pairwise 
relatively prime ( Jk + J, = S for k # I), and such that ch Jk < K, 
for all k E K. Then 1 K 1 < exp K, . 
Proof. For each k E K, choose a directed set EI, = (eke : 5 < ~3 
of generators of Jk . Define X,, = {{k, I) E [K]? ek( v e,, v elc v eh = 11. 
Since the sets Ek are directed and the ideals Jk are relatively prime, 
it is clear that [K12 = Ut,n<wrXtn . If 1 K ( > exp N, , then by the 
Erdos-Rado partition theorem, there exists L Z K with 1 L 1 > H, , and 
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ordinals .$ and 17 such that [L12 _C X,, . However, this would yield a 
disjointed set (1 - (elf v eh): I EL} with cardinality greater than N, , 
which contradicts the +-chain condition in S. 
9.2 THEOREM. (GCH) Let c be an ordinal number, 1 < n < w, and 
suppose that S is a Boolean ring such that S satis$es the &-chain condition, 
and 1 max S 1 2 ~<+~+i . Then there is a maximal ideal M of S such that 
dim M > n. In particular, gl. dim S > n + 1. 
Proof. By 9.1, I{M E max S: ch M < its+,-,}/ < N~+~ < 1 max S I. 
Thus, ch M > N~+~ for some ME max S. By 6.9, dim M > n for 
this ideal. 
When the difference between the cardinality of a Boolean ring and 
the power of the chain condition that it satisfies is sufficiently large, 
then the Boolean ring must contain large sets of independent elements. 
This fact was discovered by Efimov (see [8], [9], and [ll]). We will give 
algebraic proofs of Efimov’s results. 
9.3 DEFINITION. Let R and S be Boolean rings, and suppose that S 
is a subring of R. If J is an ideal of S, define the character of J relative 
to R by ch( J, R) = min{ch k 1 is an ideal of R such that I n S = J>. 
Clearly, ch( J, R) < ch J. 
9.4 LEMMA. Let S be a subring of the Boolean ring R. Suppose that 
J and Mare ideals of S with J _C M. Then 
ch(M, R) < max{ch(J, R), ch M/J). 
Proof. Let max{ch(J, R), ch M/J} = tz. (Contrary to our usual 
convention, K can be an infinite cardinal number or one in this proof.) 
Then M = Ml + J, where M1 is an ideal of S such that ch M1 < it. 
Also, there exists an ideal I of R such that In S = J and ch I < H. 
Then N = RM1 + I satisfies ch N < Et, and it is easy to check that 
NnS=M,+ J=M. Hence, ch(M,R),<H. 
For any Boolean ring S, let S denote the normal completion (or 
completion by cuts) of S. The first description of S was given by 
Glivenko [16] in a form that is ideal for our purposes: S is the lattice 
of all annihilator ideals of S. In more detail, let E be a subset of S, 
and define arm, E = {f E S: fe = 0 for all e E S}. Then S = 
{arm, E: E 2 S}. The ring S is embedded in S by the mapping 
e -+ ann,{l - e}. It follows from this definition of S that if J is an 
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annihilator ideal of S, then there is an element 8 E S such that J = 
{e E S: e < 8) = S n SZ. Other descriptions of S are available. For 
example, S is the (unique to S-isomorphism) complete Boolean ring that 
contains S as a dense subring (see [40], Section 35). 
9.5 LEMMA. Let T be a subring of the Boolean ring S, and suppose that 
J is an ideal of S. Assume that: 
(1) if J C M E max S, then ch(M, S) > k$ , 
(2) I S/J I < N, 9 
(3) either 
(a) exp I T I -C NC , 0~ 
(b) S satisjies the &,-chain condition, and 1 T 1% < K, . 
Then there is an element e E J such that ef # 0 for all non-zero f E T. 
Proof. For e E S, denote annT e = {f E T: ef = 0). (If e $ T, then 
annr e may not be an annihilator ideal of T). With the aim 
of getting a contradiction, assume that annT e # 0 for all e E J. 
Then J1 = UecJ ann,(ann, e) is a proper ideal of S, and J C J1 
because e E ann,(ann, e). Since anns(annr e) is an annihilator ideal 
of S, there is a unique element c E S such that ann,(ann, e) = S n Se: 
Let I = UesJ SC. Then I is an ideal of S that satisfies I n S = J1 . 
Either of the conditions 3(a) or 3(b) implies that there are fewer than 
N, ideals of the form ann,(ann, e). This assertion is evident if 3(a) 
holds, because annT e is a subset of T. Assume that 3(b) is satisfied. 
Let E be a maximal disjointed subset of S - (0) with the property 
that for every g E E, there exists f (g) E annT e such that g <f(g). Then 
1 E 1 < N, because S satisfies the x,-chain condition. If h E arm, E, 
then h E ann,(ann, e), because otherwise hf # 0 for some f E annr e, 
and E u (hf} would contradict the maximality of E. It follows that 
ann,(ann, e) = arm, E = anns{f (g): g E E}. By construction, 
IIf( g E EN < % 9 and (f(g): g E E) C T, so that the number of ideals 
of the form ann,(annr e) is at most 1 T 1% < K, , which validates our 
claim. Therefore, ch( JI , S) < ch I < N, in both of the cases 3(a) and 
3(b). Let ME max S contain J1 . By (l), (2), and 9.4, N, > 1 S/J 1 > 
I S/J1 I 2 I M/J1 I 2 ch M/J1 2 *c - This contradiction proves that 
annT e = 0 for some e E J, which is the desired conclusion. 
9.6 PROPOSITION. Let 5 be an ordinal number, and suppose that S is 
a Boolean ring that satisjes ch(M, s) > NC for all ME max S. Let 
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E C S be a maximal independent set. Then eq 1 E j > N, . Moreover, if 
S satisJies the x,-chain condition, then 1 E 1% 3 K, . 
Proof. The hypothesis ch(M, S) > N, for all ME max S implies 
that S has no atoms. Thus, E is infinite. Let T be the subring of S that 
is generated by E. Then 1 T j = 1 E j. Assume that either exp 1 E 1 < N, 
or 1 E 1% < X, , so that 9.5(3) holds. Note that 1 T ] ,< ( T INo < K, in 
both of the cases 3(a) and 3(b). (The inequality 1 T 1 < 1 T lx0 comes 
from the observation that T satisfies the X,-chain condition, so that 
every annihilator ideal of T is obtained as the annihilator of a countable 
set-as in the proof of 9.5.) Being complete, T is injective in the category 
of Boolean rings ([19-J, p. 143). H ence, there is a ring homomorphism 7 
ofStoTsuchthat7(e)=eforalleET.LetJ=KerT.ThenJnT=O 
and I S/J I < I 57 I < N, . By 9.5, there is an element e E J such that 
ef#O for all fcT-{O}. Also, (l-e)f#O for all fET-{0}, 
because J n T = 0. Thus, E u {e} is independent, which contradicts 
the maximality of E. 
9.7 LEMMA. Let S be a subring of the Boolean ring R, and suppose 
that R satisfies the N-chain condition. Then 
I{&’ E max S: ch(M, R) < N}I < exp N. 
Proof. Let {Mk : k E K} b e a faithful indexing of the maximal 
ideals M of S that satisfy ch(M, R) < H. For k E K, there exists an 
ideal Jle of R such that ch JI, = ch(M, , R) < x and JI, n S = Mk . 
If kflin K, then Jk+ J1-CM,+M,=S. By 9.1, llyl <expK. 
9.8 PROPOSITION. (GCH) Let v be an ordinal number. Suppose that 
S is a Boolean ring that satisjes the X,-chain condition, and 1 S 1 3 x,,+~ . 
Then S contains an independent set E with I E I > X, . If I S I > K~+~ , 
then S contains an independent set E with I E I > X,,+2 . 
Proof. Since S satisfies the X, chain condition, so does S. Hence, 
l{M E max S: ch(M, S) < x,)1 < exp X, = Xn+l, by 9.7. Let J = 
0 {ME max S: ch(M, S) < X,). Then S/J is a subdirect product of 
(S/M: M E max S, ch(M, S) < X,}, so that I S/J 1 < exp x,+~ = 
x~+~ < j S I. In particular, J contains a non-zero element e. Let S, = Se. 
Clearly, ch(M, S,) > X,+1 for all ME max S, . Let E be a maximal 
independent set in S, . Then E is also independent in S. By 9.6, 
exp 1 E I > X,+1 . Thus, 1 E I > X, . If 1 S 1 > Xn+4, then the same 
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argument (using the second estimate in 9.6) yields ) E 1x1, > n,, . 
Hence, 1 E 1 >, ~,+s . 
Propositions 9.6 and 9.8 are special cases of Efimov’s basic theorems 
in [8], [9], and [ll]. A stronger result than 9.6 is stated in [8], but 
there seems to be an error in the proof. In the later papers [9] and [ll], 
Efimov gives a weaker result that corresponds to 9.6. 
9.9 THEOREM. (GCH) Let 7 b e an ordinal number. Suppose that S is 




This theorem is a corollary of 9.8 and 6.6. 
For r) = 0 and 1, the estimates of the global dimensions given by 9.2 and 
11.2 are better than the results obtained from 9.9(2) and 9.9(3). 
10. DIMENSIONS OF COPRODUCTS 
10.1 DEFINITION. Let R be a Boolean ring, and suppose that 
{Rk : k E K} is a set of subrings of R. Then R is the coproduct of 
(R,: k6K)if 
(1) R is generated by (JkeR R, , and 
(2) if {TV : k E K} is a set of homomorphisms T* : R, -+ S, where 
S is a Boolean ring, then there is a homomorphism T from R to S such 
that 7 1 R, = Q for all k E K. (By (l), T is necessarily unique.) 
When a Boolean ring R is a coproduct of (R, : k E K}, then we will 
write R = UkEK R, . By a familiar argument, R is determined up to 
isomorphism by the rings Rk . 
If any set {S, : k E K} of nontrivial Boolean rings is given, then it is 
possible to construct a Boolean ring R containing subrings Rk r S, 
such that R = uLEK R, . This coproduct is most easily obtained by 
using the duality between Boolean rings and compact zero dimensional 
HaysdorlI spaces: the dual of R is homeomorphic to the topological 
product of the spaces that are dual to the S, . A complete discussion of 
this matter is given in section 28 of [19]. 
Several elementary properties of coproducts will be used in this 
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section. For convenience, we collect in one lemma the facts that are 
needed. If R = ukEK R, , and L C K, Let R, denote the subalgebra of 
R that is generated by (JkPL R, . 
10.2 LEMMA. Let R = JJkpX R, , where each R, is a nontrivial 
Boolean ring. 
(1) If e E R, then there is a Jinite set L _C K such that e E R, . 
(2) The elements of the form e1e2 *mm e, , with ei E Rki are dense in R. 
(3) If L C K, then R, = JJPEL R, . 
(4) If K is the disjoint union of set L, , u E U, then R = u2160 RL, . 
(5) If L, and L, are disjoint subsets of K, and 0 # e E RL1 , 
0 #fERL,, thenef #O. 
(6) If L C K, then there is a retraction r of R onto R, , that is, a 
homomorphism r: R --f R, such that r / R, = 1. 
Proof. To prove (l), let T = U (R, : L C K, L finite). Then T is a 
subring of R and R, _C T for all u E U. Hence, T = R by 10.1(l). By a 
similar argument, every element of R is a join of elements of the form 
eltz -a- e, , where ei E R,. ; 
follow easily from 10.1(i) 
thus (2) holds. The assertions (3) and (6) 
and the observation that if Rk and S are 
nontrivial Boolean rings, then there is a homomorphism of R, into 
S (obtained by mapping R, onto the two element subring of S for 
example). Property (4) is a direct consequence of 10.1. For the proof 
of (5), it can be assumed that L, u L, = K. Let 7r : RL1 -+ Z, and 
72 - - RLz -+ Z, be homomorphisms such that Tr(e) = 1 and T2(f) = 1. 
By 10.1(2), there is a homomorphism T: R -+ Z, such that T 1 R,% = 71 
and 7 j RLz = T2 . Then T(ef) = Tl(e)T2(f) = 1, so that ef f 0. 
The following combinatorial theorem will be used twice in this 
section. As usual K stands for an infinite cardinal number. 
10.3 LEMMA. Let K be a set, and suppose that X C [K]” and Y _C [K]” 
satisfy: 
(1) [K--hi <~foreveryh~Y; 
(2) for every K E X, there exists A E Y such that K C A. . 
Then Y, C Y exists with 1 Y, 1 < H such that for every K E X, there is 
a x E Y for which K 2 h. 
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Proof. We argue by induction on n < w  that Y, 2 Y exists satisfying 
1 Y, ) < K, and for every K E X n [K]“, there is a h E Y, such that 
K c h. The required Y, is then obtained as Un+ Y, . The case n = 0 
is trivial, so it can be assumed that n > 1, and the required result is true 
for n - 1. Choose $ E Y arbitrarily. For k E K - h, , denote Xk = 
(k E [K]+l: k $ K and K u {k} E X}, Yk = {X E Y: k E A}. The hypotheses 
(1) and (2) are satisfied by Xk and Yk, and Xk C [K]“-l. Thus, by 
induction, Y, _C Yk exists with the properties 1 Yk 1 f N, and for every 
K E Xk, there is a set A E Yk such that KC x (therefore, K U {k} c A). 
Evidently, Y, = ukGxK--h, Yk U {&,} has the desired properties. 
Our first application of 10.3 is the proof of a theorem that is essentially 
due to Marczewski [28]. 
10.4 PROPOSITION. Let R = uk& R, , where \ Rk 1 < N for all 
k E K. Then R satisjies the K-chain condition. 
Proof. Let {f, : u E u> be a disjointed set of non-zero ele- 
ments of R. By 10.2(2), th ere are sets Kw E [Klw and functions 
eu E nkex, lRk - {O>) such that eu(Ku) = flkcK, e,(k) < f, . If u # v 
in U, then e,(K,) ev(K,) < fufv = 0. Hence, by 10.2(5) 
(1) if u # w  in U, then k E K, n K,, exists satisfying e,(k) # e,(k). 
Apply 10.3 with K replaced by {(k, e): k E K, e E Rk), X = {{(k, e,(k)): 
k E Ku}: u E U}, and Y = {{(k, e,(k)): k E K~} U {(k, e): k E K - K~, e E RR,): 
u E U}. It follows from (1) that if {(k, e,(k)): k E K~} Z {(k, e,(k)): k E K~} U 
{(k, e): k E K - K~ , e E Rk), then u = ‘u. Hence, the existence of 
Y, C Y with the properties of 10.3 gives the desired conclusion that 
IUl<K* 
IfJisanidealofR=fl k& R, , we will say that J is supported on the 
set L C K if J is cofinal with J n AL . 
10.5 LEMMA. Assume that the proper ideal J of R = ukEK R, is 
supported on L C K. Let 
e E n & - W. 
&K 
Then 
J + c R(1 - e(k)) # R. 
ksK-L 
Proof. Otherwise, there exist f E J n RL and k, , k, ,..., k, distinct 
inK-Lsuchthatfv(1-e(k,))v(1-e(k,))v~~~v(1-e(k,))=1. 
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Then (1 - f) e(h) 44 **. e(K,) = 0, which contradicts 10.2(5), be- 
cause J is proper and e(k) # 0 for all R E K. 
10.6 LEMMA. Let R = UksK R2, , and suppose that {J, : u E U> is a 
set of proper ideals of R such that ch J, < N for all u E U. Let 
e E nkeK (Rk - (0)). Then there exists {Pv : e, E V} _C max R such that: 
(1) I VI <.K; 
(2) for all v E V, there exists u E 27 such that J, _C P,, ; 
(3) if K E [KIW is such that e(K) $ fiueU JI1, then e(K) q !  P, for 
some v E V. 
Proof. For each u E U, choose L, C K so that Ju is supported on 
L, and 1 L, 1 ,< K. This is possible, because ch Ju < K. We can assume 
that each Ju satisfies the condition 
(4) for all K EL, , either e(K) E J, or 1 - e(k) E J, . 
In fact, if Ju does not satisfy (4), then replace it by the set of all ideals 
Ju + CM RU - e(R)), w h ere L CL, is maximal with the property, 
that J, + xkGL R(l - e(K)) # R. Such ideals necessarily satisfy (4). 
Moreover, if K E [K]w is such that e(K) 4 J, , then Ju + CkEK R(l - 
e(K)) # R; hence, there is a set L _C L, with K CL such that J, + zkEL 
RU - e(k)) P P is ro er and satisfies (4). This proves that if (3) is satisfied 
by the set of enlarged ideals, then it also holds for { Ju : u E U>. Therefore, 
no generality is lost in assuming (4). For u E U, choose P, E max R so 
that f’, 2 Ju -I- LKIL, R(l - e(K)). By 10.5, this is possible. Define 
X = {K E [K]a: e(K) $ nacU J,} and Y = (A, : u E U}, where A, = 
{k E K: 1 - e(K) E Pu>. It is a consequence of (4) that for every K E X, 
there is a set A, E Y such that K C A,. Since ( K - A, ( < 1 L, ( < N, 
it follows from 10.3 that U contains a subset V, with 1 V 1 < N, such 
every K G X is contained in some h, for u E V. Clearly, {PtL : u E V} 
fulfills conditions (2) and (3). 
Our next result is an algebraic analogue of the Hewitt-Marczewski- 
Pondiczery theorem. The proposition stated here is a variant of Theorem 
1 in Engelking’s paper [12]. 
10.7 PROPOSITION. Let R = ukGK R, , where 1 R, 1 < x for all 
k E K, and 1 K 1 < exp N. Suppose that ( Ju : u E U> is a set of proper 
ideals of R, such that ch Ju < N for all u E U. Then there exists 
Pv : v E v> C max R such that 
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(1) I VI <.n; 
(2) for all v E V, there exists u E U such that J,, Z P, ; 
(3) fbpv = nuev 1,. 
Proof. By 10.6, it is sufficient to prove that there is a set 
E c nkdC @k - i”)) such that 1 E ( < N, and E is dense in nk& (& - (0)) 
considered as a product of discrete spaces. To simplify notation, let W 
be a set of cardinality K, and define K = 2=, where L is a set of cardinality 
N. It is then enough to construct E C WK, with ( E 1 = N, so that for 
every K e [kYjW and every f E W, there exists e E E satisfying e I K = f. 
For X E [Llm and # E 2”, define K(4) = {k E K: k 1 A = #}. Then {KY($): 
I,G E 2”) is a finite partition of K. Let EA = (e E W’: e 1 K(#) is constant 
for each 4 e 2”}, and define E = UhslLIW Eh . Plainly, 1 E I = H. Suppose 
that K = {A,, K, ,..., A,} E [K]” and f E WK. Then X E [LIW exists with 
the property that if 1 < i < j < n, then there is some I E X satisfying 
K,(Z) # 5(Z). Consequently, if I,& = K, ) A, then I,& , I,&, ,..., #,, are distinct 
in 2” and K, E K(&). F ix w E W, and define e E Eh C E by e 1 K&b,) = f (It,) 
and e 1 K(#) = w for all # E 2” - {#I , #a ,..., I/~}. Evidently, e I K = f. 
10.8 LEMMA. Let S be a subring of the coproduct R = u,& I?, . 
Suppose that a set {Mu : u f U> C max S satzifies ch(M, , R) < H for 
all u E U, and nupU M, = 0. Then there is a set L Z K with 
1 L 1 < maxi1 U (, N}, such that any retraction T of R onto RL is injective 
on S. 
Proof. Let JU be an ideal of R such that ch J, < H and J, n S = M,, . 
Since ch JW < x for all u E U, there exists L, C K with ) L, ) < x such 
that J, is supported onL, . Let L = uUou L, . Then I L I < max{l U I, N}, 
and each J;, is supported on L. Suppose that 0 # e E S, and T(e) = 0. 
Since nusU M, = 0, and each M, is maximal, there exists u E U such 
that 1 - e E M, G J, . Choose f E RL n Ju satisfying 1 - e <f. Then 
1 = ~(1 - e) < tif) = f, which contradicts S # M, = Ju n S. 
The second principal theorem of this section generalizes an algebraic 
version of Engelking’s Theorem 8 in 1121, which is itself a generalization’ 
of a result of Esenin-Volpin on dyadic bicompacta in [14]. 
10.9 PROPOSITION. Let S be a subring of the coproduct R = && Rk , 
where I R, 1 < H for all k E K. Suppose thut (Mu : u E U} C max S 
satisfies ch(M, , R) f H for all u E U and n,,, M, = 0. Then ) S I 9 H. 
Proof. By 10.4, R (and consequently S) satisfies the K-chain condi- 
tion. Supposing, as we may, that M,, # M,, if u # v, it follows from 9.7 
607/x3/3-8 
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that 1 U 1 < exp N. Thus, by 10.8 and 10.2 it can be assumed that 
/ K j < exp N. Choose ideals J, of R such that ch J, ,< x and MU = 
J, n S. By 10.7, there is a set {Pv : v E V> _C max R such that: / V 1 < N; 
for each zi E V, there exists u(n) E U such that P, 1 J,(,, ; and nveV P, = 
T\,,u 1, . Then Lv MA) = nveV Jucv) n s c neev p, n s = 
nueu 1, r‘l S = Lu Mu = 0. U sing 10.8 again, we can find L C K with 
j L 1 < N, such that any retraction 7: R --f R, is injective on S. Thus, 
I S I < I & I < x- 
Our final result on the structure of subrings of coproducts is related 
to a theorem of Efimov in [lo]. It leads directly to a global dimension 
theorem. Two preliminary lemmas are needed. 
10.10 LEMMA. Let E be a subset of the coproduct R = uk,-EK R, , 
where 1 R, 1 < K for all k g K. Define J = anna E. Then ch J < X. 
Proof. Since R satisfies the Et-chain condition, we can assume that 
1 E ( < X. Hence, there exists L C K such that E C R, , where / L 1 \< N. 
It suffices to show that J is supported on L, because 1 R, j < X. By 10.2, 
every element of R can be written in the form f  = filf21 v  fi2fz2 v  
-. * v  finfin Y where fin E RL and fi, E R,-, . Moreover, f  E J if and only 
if fim E J for all m, by 10.2(5). Thus, if f  E J, then f  < fil v  fiz v  *-* v  
fi, E J n R, . This proves that J is cofinal with J n R, . 
10.11 LEMMA. Let S be a subring of the coproduct R = UkeK R, , 
where(R,I <~forallk~K.IfJ is any ideal of S such that ch( J, S) < N, 
then ch(J, R) < N. 
Proof. Suppose that J = I n S, where I is an ideal of S satisfying 
ch I < N. Choose (2, : u E U> to be a directed set of generators of 1, 
with I U I < N. Let E, C S be such that Se;, n S = annS E, ; then 
J = S n I = S n UUEU ScU = uuet, arm, E, . It is easy to verify that if 
zU < z+, , then annS E, = arm, E, A E, , where E, A E, = (fufv : f ,  E E, , 
f v  E E,). It follows from this observation that J = U (anns(EU1 A 
Eue A we- A EU,): u1 , u2 ,..., U, E U} = S n J1 , where J1 = 
IJ {ann,(EU1 v EU, A a** A EU,): ul, ua ,..., u, E q, and J1 is an ideal of 
R. By 10.10, ch Ji < K. 
10.12 PROPOSITION. Let S be a subring of the coproduct R = ukeK R, , 
where 1 R, 1 < X, for all k E K. Suppose that 1 S 1 > K, , where 5 > 77 
and 5 is a nonlimit ordinal number. Then S contains an independent set E 
such that exp I E I > it, and [ E 1% 3 N, . 
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Proof. Let 5 = 5 + 1, with 6 > 7. By 10.9, 10.11, and 
the assumption that 1 S ] > Al, > N,, , the ideal J = n (M E max S: 
ch(M, S) < NJ is not 0. Let 0 # e E J. If M E max Se, then 
ch(M, S) > K, . Hence, by 10.4 and 9.6, Se contains an independent 
set E satisfying exp 1 E 1 > N, and 1 E 1% > N, . 
10.13 THEOREM. (GCH) Let S be a subring of the coproduct R = 
UkcK Rk , where 1 R, ( < K, for all k E K. Suppose that ( S 1 = X, , 
where 1; > r]. Then: 
(1) gl. dim S = co if 5 > w; 
(2) gl.dimS=n+l$r]+l<[=n<w; 
(3) n < gl. dim S < n + 1 if q + 1 = 5 = n < w; 
(4) gl.dimS=2if~=Oand~=l. 
proof. If 5 > o, then for each n < W, S contains an independent 
set E with 1 E 1 > N, . Thus, gl. dim S = 00 by 6.6. If n + 1 f 1 = 
n < o, then there is an independent set E such that exp 1 E 1 >, K, 
(hence,IE\>,N,_,)andIEIXP)IEflz(sothatIE)ZK,ifr)<n-l). 
The statements (2) and (3) now follow from 6.2 and 6.6. Finally, (4) 
is a consequence of 10.4, 10.9, and 6.10. 
Theorem 10.13 does not give any information about the dimension 
of coproducts of a finite number of Boolean rings. However, under 
certain conditions, it is possible to find a lower bound for the global 
dimension of “small” coproducts. 
The following result formalizes an example given by Cramer in [6]. 
10.14 LEMMA. Let R = u k& R, , where 1 K I > n. Suppose that 
each Rk contains a disjointed set of cardinality K, . Then R contains an 
n-fold independent set of cardinality N, . 
Proof. Let {k, , k, ,..., km} E [K]“. By assumption, there exist map- 
pings e, : wr + E, - (0) such that e,(t) e,(q) = 0 for [ < 7 < wc . 
Define f (6) = e,(E) v es(e) v *a* v e,(e) for all 6 < wr . Then {f(e): 
[ < wr} is n-fold independent. In fact, if r] # Ei, 6, ,..., e,, then 
e,(&) e,(q) = 0 for 1 < i, m < n. In particualr, e,(&) < 1 - e,(q) 
for all m, so that ei(ti) e,(<,) --- e,(L) G (1 - edd)O - e2hN --- 
($ ; e,(v)) = 1 -f (7). Thus, if yl, r), ,..., qrn are all different from 
1 , 2 ,..., 5;, , then by lO.W), 0 # e,(h) e2(f2) --* e&Z,) <f (h)f (t2) *** 
fW(l - f h)) (1 - f(?z)) s-e (1 -f (rl,)). Thus, {f(t): I < 4 is 
n-fold independent, according to Definition 6.4. 
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10.15 THEOREM. Let R = ULCK R, . For n < w, dejine m, = 
I{k E K: li, contains a disjointed set of cardinality N,}]. Then gl. dim R 3 
1 +sup{n<w:m,>n}. 
Proof. If n < m, , then by 10.14, R contains an n + l-fold in- 
dependent set of cardinality N, , so that by 6.6, there is an ideal J of R 
satisfying dim J > n. 
A coproduct of two Boolean rings can have larger global dimension 
then either factor, even when these factors satisfy the K,-chain condition. 
10.16 EXAMPLE. Let S be a Boolean ring that contains a subset E 
which is order isomorphic to the real numbers. Suppose also that every 
ideal of S is countably generated. In Example 11.11, we will show that 
there is a Boolean ring with these properties. Plainly, S satisfies the 
&,-chain condition, and gl. dim S = 1. Let R be the coproduct of R, 
and R,, where R, g Ri, z S. For this example, let K denote the 
ordered set of real numbers. By assumption, there are order isomorphisms 
eI:K+R,ande,:K-+R,. Define e: K---t R by e(k) = e,(k)(l - e,(k)). 
We will prove that dim J > 0, where J = J(S, S, K, e). Thus, it will 
follow that gl. dim R > 2, whereas gl. dim R, = gl. dim R, = 1. Sup- 
pose that dim J = 0, that is, J is projective. Then by 3.3, we can write 
K = {k, : k < v}, so that 3.3(l) holds. Choose t < v for which the set 
of real numbers {k, : 5 < S} is not closed. To see that this is possible, 
note that v is uncountable, and {k, : 5 < wi} contains a countable dense 
subset. Thus, 6 < w1 exists so that {k, : 5 < [} is dense in (k, : 5 < q}. 
In particular, {k, : 5 < [} is not closed. Next choose 77 > 5 so that k, 
is in the closure of {kC : 5 < f>. By 3.3(l), it is possible to find ql , 
Q ,..., qrn < 5 so that e(k,) e(k,) < e(k,,I) v e(k,,) v .** v e(kqm). for all 
5 < t. Let knl < *** < k,j-I < k, < k,,( < .** < k,m . Since k, IS in the 
closure of {k, : 5 < 0, but k, is not a member of this set, there exists 
5 < 4 such that either k,i-I < k, < k, or k, < k, < k,. , say the latter. 
Then by 10.2(5), f = e,(k,) (1 - e,(k,i-I)) e,(kvi) (1 -‘e,(k,)) is not 0. 
Plainly, f < e(k,) e(k,). Moreover, i < i - 1 implies fe(kII,) < 
(1 - el(k,J) edk,J = 0, and i 3 i implies fe(k,,) < e,(k,() (1 - 
e,(k,i)) = 0. This contradicts e(k,) e(k,) < e(k,,) v e(kvz) v **. v e(kvm), 
and proves that J is not projective. 
The ring R in example 10.16 has another interesting property: 
every maximal ideal of R is countably generated, and therefore projective. 
In fact, the Stone space of R is the Tychonov square of the Stone space 
of S. Since every ideal of S is countably generated, it follows that 
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the Stone space of R satisfies the first countability axiom, that is, maximal 
ideals of R are countably generated. Thus, R provides an example, 
in the context of Boolean rings, of a ring whose global dimension exceeds 
the supremum of the dimensions of its simple modules, 
11. CARDINALITY AND DIMENSION 
We will now use the theorems of prior sections to relate the global 
dimensions of certain Boolean rings to cardinal number properties of 
these rings. 
We will need a standard fact concerning the number of maximal 
ideals of a Boolean ring. The topological dual of this result is an easy 
corollary of the fact that a one-to-one, continuous mapping from one 
compact space onto another is a homeomorphism. 
11 .l LEMMA. If S is an infinite Boolean ring, then 
ISI<Im=SI<expISI. 
Proof. Obviously, 1 max S 1 < exp 1 5’ 1. For M#N in max S, choose 
e(M, N) E S such that e(M, N) E M - N. Let T be the subring of 
S that is generated by the set of all elements e(M, N). Then 
ITIf\maxS(,andifM#NinmaxS,thenMnT#NnT.We 
will show that this latter property implies S = T, which will complete 
the proof. Suppose that f E S - T exists. Then (e E T: e <f} v 
(eET:e<l-f)CPf or some P E max T. It is easily verified that 
SP + Sf and SP + S(l -f) are proper ideals of S, so that SP + Sf C 
M~maxSandSPfS(1 -f)CNEmaxS.SincefEMandl-fEN, 
it follows that M # N. Thus, M n T # N n T. However, P _C M n T 
and P C N n T; since P is maximal, M n T = P = N n T. 
11.2 THEOREM. (GCH) Let S b e a Boolean ring that satisfies the 
&,-chain condition. Suppose that 1 S ) = it, . 
(1) If 5 > w, then gl. dim S = co. 
(2) If 5 = n < w,thenn<gl.dimS<n+l. 
Proof. By 11.1, 1 max S 1 > R, , so that 9.2 yields gl. dim S > n 
for all n < 5. If 5 = A < o, then gl. dim S < n + 1 by 6.2. 
We will see in Example 11.11 that there is a Boolean ring S satisfying 
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the &,-chain condition such that 1 S 1 = K, and gl. dim S = 1. It 
would be interesting to find an example of a Boolean ring S that satisfies 
the &,-chain condition, such that 1 S / = N, and gl. dim S = n, with 
n > 2. 
Any subring of a free Boolean ring satisfies the K,-chain condition. 
For these rings, the result of 11.2 can be improved. 
11.3 THEOREM. (GCH) Let S be a subring of a free Boolean ring, 
or more generally, a subring of a coproduct of countable Boolean rings. 
Suppose that 1 S 1 = K, . 
(1) If 5 > w, then gl. dim S = CO. 
(2) If 5 = n < w, then gl. dim S = n + 1. 
This theorem is a special case of 10.13. 
Next, we consider complete Boolean rings, beginning with a particular 
example. The following well known lemma is due to Hausdorff (see [40], 
pages 4445 for instance). 
11.4 LEMMA. Let S be the Boolean ring of all subsets of a set V with 
1 V 1 = N. Then S contains an independent set E such that 1 E 1 = exp N. 
Proof. Let K be an index set of cardinality exp N. For k E K, define 
Rk = (0, ek , 1 - e, , l} to be the four element Boolean ring. Let 
R = LIkEK R, . By 10.7 (with J, = 0 for all u), there is a set {Pv : v E V} _C 
max R such that (-& P, = 0. The mapping R + nVrv R/P, defined 
by f -+ (**a f + P, *a*) is a ring homomorphism with kernel n,,V P, = 0. 
Therefore, since S g nV,, R/P, , there is an embedding r of R in S. 
Then E = {T(e,); k E K} is independent in S, and 1 E I = exp N. 
11.5 THEOREM. Let S be the Boolean ring of all subsets of a set V with 
I V I = N, . Assume that exp K, = K, . Then: 
(1) gl. dim S = cc if&’ > w; 
(2) gl. dim S = n + 1 if 5 = n < o. 
This theorem is a corollary of 11.4, 6.2, and 6.6. 
Theorem 11.5 is due to Osofsky [34]; it strongly supports her con- 
tention that the generalized continuum hypothesis is an appropriate 
assumption to make when dealing global dimension problems. However, 
it is not known that GCH is a strong enough axiom to pin down the 
dimensions of all rings; conceivably, there is an axiomatically definable 
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ring that has different global dimensions in distinct models of ZF + GCH 
(that is, Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with the generalized continuum 
hypothesis). 
11.6 THEOREM. (GCH) Let S be a complete Boolean ring with 
}Sl =K,. 
(1) If 5 > w, then gl. dim S = co. 
(2) If 3 < 5 = n < qthenn-1 <gl.dimS<n+ 1. 
(3) If 1; = 2, then 2 < gl. dim S < 3. 
(4) If 5 = 1, thengl. dim S = 2. 
Proof. If S contains a disjointed set of cardinality N, , then since S 
is complete, there is a subalgebra T of S such that T is isomorphic to 
the ring of all subsets of a set of cardinality K, . In this case, S contains 
a set E of independent elements, with 1 E ) = ~,,+r (by 11.4). Therefore, 
gl. dim S = co if 7 > w, and gl. dim S > m + 2 if 9 = m < w, by 6.6. 
Hence, we can suppose that S satisfies the &-chain condition and 
5 > m + 4. By 6.6 and 9.9, gl. dim S = co if 5 > w, and gl. dim S > 
n - 1 if 5 = n < w. The upper bound gl. dim S < n + 1 is a conse- 
quence of 6.2. 
It isn’t likely that Theorem 11.6 is the last word on the global dimen- 
sions of complete Boolean rings. We don’t even know an example of 
such a ring with cardinality N, and global dimension less than n + 1. 
We turn now to Boolean rings with ordered bases. A set E in a Boolean 
ring S is an ordered basis of S if 0 $ E; the order relation of S, restricted 
to E, is total; and E generates S as a ring. The general theory of Boolean 
rings with an ordered basis is presented in [30] and [29]. 
11.7 LEMMA. Let E be an ordered basis of the Boolean ring S. Then 
every ideal of S is a coproduct of ideals that are generated by a totally 
ordered set which is isomorphic to an interval of E, or to the dual of an 
interval of E. 
Proof. Suppose that J is an ideal of S. For a fixed f E E, let K = 
LE. E: e(1 - f) E J} and L = (e E E: f( 1 - e) E J). Define Jt = 
Ia,e,eL se,(l - 4 = 2Zeett se{1 -f) 0 Ced Sf (1 - e). Since E 
generates S, every element of S is a finite sum of elements of the form 
e(1 -f ), where e and f are in E. Therefore, J = CtsE J, . Moreover, if 
fi < fi and Jt, n Jr, # 0, then it is easy to see that fi(l - fJ E J, 
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which implies Jr, = Jj, . Since the lattice of ideals of any Boolean ring 
is distributive, it follows that J is the coproduct of the distinct ideals of Jt. 
11.8 THEOREM. Let S be a Boolean ring with an ordered basis E. Then 
gl. dim S = 1 + sup{m < w: E contains a copy of w,,, or IA,*}. 
This result follows from 11.7, 6.7, and 6.2. 
Using 11.8, the global dimension of a Boolean ring with an ordered 
basis can be related to its cardinality. The following interesting lemma 
is needed. It is equivalent (via standard results on ordered sets, e.g., 
Theorem 2, p. 460 in [39]) t o a theorem of Padmavally [35]. The proof 
given below uses an idea due to Sierpinski. 
11.9 LEMMA. Let E be a totally ordered set that contains no copy of 
either w~+~ or w,*,, . Then 1 E 1 < exp K, . 
Proof. Let E = {e, : 6 < p} b e a well ordering of E without 
repetition. Define X = {{e E , e,} E [E]? .$ < 7, e, < e,> and Y = 
tie ( , e,,} E [El? [ < 77, ec > e,,>. Then X u Y = [E12. Suppose that 
1 E 1 > exp K, . By the Erdijs-Rado partition theorem, there is a subset 
L C E with 1 L 1 > X, , such that [LIZ _C X or [LIZ C Y. If [L12 C X, 
then L is order isomorphic to a subset of TV, so that L is well ordered; 
if [L]” C Y, then Lx is order isomorphic to a subset of p, so that L* is 
well ordered. The condition 1 L I > K,,, implies that L contains a 
subset that is order isomorphic to w<+~ or w,*,~ in these respective cases. 
Since this conclusion contradicts our hypothesis, it follows that 
I E I < exp NC .
11.10 COROLLARY. (GCH) Let S be a Boolean ring with an ordered 
basis. Suppose that j S 1 = K, . 
(1) If 5 > w, then gl. dim S = CO. 
(2) If 5 = 7) < w,thenn<gl.dimS<n+l. 
Proof. If E is an ordered basis of S, then 1 E I = N, . Suppose that 
m+ 1 <min{w,{}. By 11.9 and GCH,. E contains a subset that is 
order isomorphic to w,+~ or ~f+~ . Therefore, the corollary follows 
from 11.8 and 6.2. 
The estimate given in this corollary cannot be improved. 
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11.11 EXAMPLE. For n < w, define G, = (0, l*, ordered 
lexicographically; let Gni = {g E G, : 3r) < w,VC > q(g(!J = i)> for 
i=O,l;andletH,=G,- G,l - (0). Then H, is a totally ordered 
set, 1 H, ) = exp K,, , and G,O - (0) is dense in H, . It is proved in [39] 
that H, contains no subset that is order isomorphic to o,+r or wz+r . 
Note that Ho is isomorphic to the ordered set of all real numbers. Let 
S, be a Boolean ring with an ordered basis that is isomorphic to H, . 
For example, S,, can be realized as the Boolean ring of all compact open 
sets in the space of ideals of H, with the order topology (see [39]). If 
we assume GCH, then it follows that S, satisfies: 
(1) I s, I = %+1 ; 
(2) S, satisfies the &-chain condition; 
(3) every ideal of S, is generated by a set of cardinality < N, ; 
(4) gl. dim S, = n + 1. 
In fact, GCH implies that 1 G,O 1 = W, , from which (2) and (3) follow, 
using 11.7. The global dimension evaluation (4) is obtained from 11.8 
without using GCH. Note that if n = 0, then GCH is not needed to 
prove (2) and (3). 
The final part of this section is concerned with superatomic Boolean 
rings. These rings were introduced and studied by Day in [7]. There are 
several equivalent conditions that characterize superatomic Boolean 
rings. Perhaps the simplest description is this: a Boolean ring R is 
superatomic if R contains no infinite independent subset. However, there 
is a characterization of superatomic Boolean rings that is more convenient 
for our purposes. 
11.11 DEFINITION. For any Boolean ring S, define the ladder 
{J,(S): 5 < tL) of ideals in S by the conditions 
(1) Jo(S) = 0, 
(2) for 6 < p, Je+l(S)/Jc(S) is the ideal generated by the atoms 
of wm9 
(3) S/Je(S) has no atoms if and only if 5 = p. 
The ordinal number p in 11.11 is evidently an invariant of S; it is 
called the Imgth of the Boolean ring S, and it is denoted by p(S). In [7], 
Day showed that S is superatomic if and only if JJS) = S. It is obvious 
from this result that if S is superatomic, then p(S) is a nonlimit ordinal. 
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11.12 THEOREM. Let S be a superatomic Boolean ring of length 
n + 1 < CO. Then gl. dim S < n. 
Proof. If n = 0, then S is finite, and gl. dim S = 0. Assume that 
n > 0. By definition, Ji(S) = J(S, S, K, e), where e(K) is the set of all 
atoms of S. Thus, Ji(S) is projective, and sup{gl. dim Se(K): K E K) = 0. 
Also, S/Ji(S) is superatomic of length n, so by the inductive assumption, 
gl. dim S/Ji(S) < n - 1. It follows from 7.8 that gl. dim S < n. 
The result of 11.12 is optimal in a rather strong sense: the global 
dimension of a superatomic Boolean ring can be anything, subject to the 
limitations imposed by 11.12 and 6.2. The precise statement of this fact 
is given in Theorem 11.15. For the proof of this theorem, two lemmas 
are needed; both of them are due to Day (see [7]). 
11.13 LEMMA. Let the Boolean ring R be the coproduct of its subrings 
R, and R, . Suppose that R, and R, are superatomic with p(R1) < w and 
p(RJ < w. Then R is superatomic, and ,u(R) = p(R1) + p(R.J - 1. 
11.14 LEMMA. Let the Boolean ring S be the weak product of the 
injnite set (S, : k E K} of superatomic Boolean rings. Then S is superatomic, 
and 
CL(S) = (~UP~4w k E m) + 1. 
The easiest proof of 11.13 uses the topological characterization of 
superatomic Boolean rings: R is superatomic of length n if and only if 
the Stone space X of R has the property that X(+i) # o and Xtn) = o, 
where Xtrn) denotes the mth iterate of the topological derivative of X. 
If Xi and X, are the Stone spaces of R, and R, respectively, then Xi x X, 
is the Stone space of the coproduct of R, and R2. Suppose that 
Xi”+‘) # O, Xl”) = 0, X4+‘) # 0, XJn) = 0. Then by a standard 
formula for the derivatives of a product space, 
(Xl x x2fm+n--2) = u (J$' x X2') = x;m-1) x X)+1) f @, 
i+j=m+n-2 
and 
(Xl x X2)(m+Q-l) = 0. 
The proof of 11.14 follows from the observation that for all ordinals 5, 
It(S) = CLEX Jt(S,), when S is the weak product of {S, : k E K}. Let 
v = sup{p(S,): k E K}. Then J”(S) = CkoK S, , and J”+i(S) = S by the 
definition of the weak product. 
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11.15 THEOREM. Let n < o, and suppose that v and e are any ordinal 
numbers. Then there is a Boolean ring S such that gl. dim S = n 
(=a3 if n =w), p(S) =v+ 1, and 1 S 1 = K, if and only if n > 1, 
v > n, f > n - 1, and 1 v j < N, . 
: Proof. It is clear that if a Boolean ring has length 3 v, then 
1 S ) > ) v j. The necessity of the other restrictions on n, Y, and 6 follow 
from 11.12, 6.2, and the fact that every infinite Boolean ring has positive 
global dimension. The converse will be proved for each n f w by 
transfinite induction on v. 
Base step. v = n, .$ > n - 1. Let R be the weak product of 8, copies 
of the two element Boolean ring. Then R is superatomic of length 2, 
global dimension 1, and 1 R ) = N, . For n < w, let S be the coproduct 
of n copies of R. Since 5 > n - 1, it follows from 10.15 that gl. dim 
S 2 n. Using 11.13 inductively, we obtain p(S) = n + 1 = v + 1. 
Hence, gl. dim S < n by 11.12. Plainly, 1 S 1 = N, . For the case n = w. 
let S, be a superatomic Boolean ring such that gl. dim S, = m, ,u(S,) = 
m + 1, and 1 S, 1 = K, ; define S to be the weak product of 
{S,:l~m<w).Thengl.dimS=oo,~(S)=~+l,and~S~=~,. 
Induction step. Suppose first that v = 5 + 1, where 5 > n. By 
the induction hypothesis, there exists a superatomic Boolean ring R 
with gl. dim R = n, p(R) = v, and 1 R ( = N, . Let S be the weak 
product of N, copies of R. Then gl. dim S = n, p(S) = v + 1, and 
1 S 1 = N, by 7.11 and 11.14. Finally, assume that v is a limit ordinal 
greater than n. Again, by the induction hypothesis, we can find super- 
atomic Boolean rings R,, for n < r) < v satisfying gl. dim R,, = n, 
P(%) = rl + 1, and I R, I = % . Let S be the weak product of 
(R, : n < 7 < v}. As before, gl. dim S = n, p(S) = v + 1, and 
1 s 1 = N, 1 v 1 = N, . 
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